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2ABSTRACT
The Morphology and Taxonomy of Some Fungi Selected from a Survey
of a Natural Karoo Pa s t ure
by
Cec Ilia Roux
Supervl sor:
Depa rtment:
Dcg ree:
Professor K. T. van IJarme 10
Bot<1ny
Ph. D.
A survey of the funga I f lora of the Karoo over a pe r I od of f I ve years
has shown that this Inhospitable envIronment contains a wealth of
fungal species. Many of these fungi constitute new records for South
Africa and also several previously undescribed species, the Illost
Important being the teleomorph of Plthomyces chart arum, described as
Lcptosphaerullna chartarum C. Roux. This survey has shown conclusively
that f.. chartarum, which Is associated with photosensitization of sheep,
can always be recovered from the veld when the appropriate Isolation
techniques are employed. The finding of an ascomycetou s state for
this fungus could explain why It has been so successful In such an arid
region, providing a flush of conidia to coincide with the flush of
new growth of Trlbulus terrestris L., the pioneer plant associated
wi th I geeldikkop I
The study of the conldiogenesls of three Coelomycetes viz. Urohendersonla
platensls Speg., T1arosporella gramlnls (Plrozynskl s Shoemaker) Nag Raj
var karoo Sutton s Marasas and Bartallnla robillardoides Tassi showed
that the conldlogenous cells of these three species had only one cell
wall layer. Based on the simplified cell wall structure, a new mode
of con ldloqenes l s , thysanoblastlc, Is described. In this type of
development a mDximum of three conidia are produced by each conld lc«
genous cell. Development of the conldiomata and the conidlogenous
appar-atus was followed using light and t r ansnl sstcn electron microscopy
which showed tha t the conldiogenous cpparatus was continually being
rep I aced wh i let he con I d logcnous I ocu I e became enI.:J rgcd •
3SAHEVATTING
Ole Horfologle en TaksonOll\le van Sonvnlge
Opname van 'n Natuurllke Karoo Welding.
deur
Cee II Ia Raux
Fungi UItgesoek van 'n
.!.!! Enge I s .
Promotor: Prof. K. T. van Warme 10
Depar tement : PI an t kunde
Graad wallrvoor procfskrl f Ingedlen 15: Ph.D.
'n Opnllmc van die fungulflorll van die Karoo oor 'n perlode van vyf
Jaar het ungctoon de t hlerdlc onherbergsame omgewlng 'n groot
rykdom van fungusspesl e s bevat , Verske Ie nuwe aanwl nste vi r Suld-
Afrika asook onbeskrewe spesles II gevlnd, waarvan die belangrlkste
die teleomorf van Plthomyces chartarum, as Leptosphaerullna chartllrum
C. Roux beskryf Is. Hlerdle opname het oortulgend bewys dat met
die gepasde tegnleke, f. chartarum wat met fotosensltlwltelt van
skape geassosleer word, altyd ult die veld geisoleer kan word.
Ole fonds van' n askomlseet-stadlum vir hlerdle fungus kan verklaar
waarom dlt so suksesvol Is In 'n besonder droB omgewlng, deurdat
dlt 'n vloed van konldlums wat gelyktydlg met die nuwe groel van
Trlbulus terrestrls L., 'n plonlerplant geassosleer met geeldikkop,
kan vorm.
Ole studle van die kon ld l cqenese In die drle Coelomyeetes, naamllk
Urohendersonla platensls Speg., Ttarosporella gramlnls (Plrozynskl &
Shocmaker)Nag Raj var~ Sutton & Harasa5 en Bartal Inla robl l l er«
doldel Tassi het aangetoon dat die konldlogene selle se wandlug ult
'n enkellaag bestaan het. As gevolg van die vereenvoudlgde selwand-
struktuur Is 'n nuwe proses van konldlogenesc, thysanoblastles,
beskryf. Volgens hlerdle proses ontwlkkel 'n makslmum van drle konl-
dlums per konldlogene se l , Ole ontwlkkellng van die konldlomata en
konldlogene apparaat Is nagegun en het aangetoon dat die konldlogene
apparaat deurcntyd vervang word terwyl die konldlogene lokule vergroot.
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9ABSTRACT
The survey of a natural Karoo pasture from 1978 to 1982 showed
that a wealth and variety of fungi were present In the seml-
desert env Ironment. Hyphomycetes and Coelomycetes represented
44,3 % and 36,9 % respect Ively of the taxa Identified. A total
of 123 genera was Identified of which Alternaria alte rnat e ,
Cladosporium spp. and Fusarium spp. of the Hyphomycetes, .
Phoma spp., Ascochyta spp , and Camc1rosporlum spp , of the coe lc«
mycetes and Leptosphaerullna spp, of the Ascomycetes represented
the most prevalent fungI. This survey has shown conclusively
that Plthomyces chartarum, which Is associated with photosensitivity
,
diseases of sheep, can always be recovered from the veld If the
correct Isolation techniques are employed. A number of new
records for South Africa, as well as undescribed species, have been
found, highlighting the necessity of correct methods and Intensity
of approach.
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INT RODUCT ION
The Karoo Is geologically part of the Great Karoo Basin which was
shaped by ancient glacial and volcanic activity (Du Tolt, 1954;
Anderson s HcLach I an, 1976; HcLach la n s Anderson, '977; CI uve r,
1978). Subsequent erosion and change from swampy to arid conditions
resulted In the flat and broken country of the central and eastern
Cape Province now colloquially called the I Karoo '. The descriptive
Hottentot word means ' dry place' (N lenaber, 1963).
Climatically the Karoo can be defined according to the Hoi ridge
system (Price, 1975) as semi-arid to arid and warm to cool-temperate.
Characteristics are erratic and patchy rainfall and occasional
unseasonal cold weather when snow can fall In the high lying
areas even during mid-summer.
TABLE 1
,
Long-term meteorological data for Mlddelburg In the Karoo (data provided
by the Solis and Irrigation Research Institute, Hlddelburg.)
Annual rainfall (mm). Mean! standard error:
Relative humidity range (%) Hean dally
ml n Imum and maximum
Absol ute temperature range (oC)
. 0
Temperature range (C) Hean dally
min Imum and max I tmJm
361 ,0 .!.
23,0 -
- 12,6 -
- 0,5-
15,0
80,0
41,4
30,3
Temperature range (oC) 5 cm below 5011 surface - 1,4 - 45,1
Frost-free period. Range (days) 62,0 - 191,0
I)
Free r041!llng ner ds of gaMO have been replaced by ,heop and tho orlgln41
vegetation largely replaced by kar ro ld void (Acock'. 1975 .1979).
Thoro I, gonOril ....greement thot tho proceu of dotorlor .... t Ion I,
cent Inulng with de s e r t I flcatlon advancing toward' tho northeast.
The tiara 0' tho Karoo I, rich In speclos (Acock,. 1975) but tho
hablut I, I unpredlct able I wi th patchol 0' I tempor4ry I
ploncer vogetAtlon (Southwood, 1977). It lion theu dl'turbed
so l l s thlt pioneer pl4nts luch U Trlbulu, torrettrl' L. bccOtnO
cnubll,hod when tho tll'lt early lunwncr rolnl fall. Thellor (1918)
showed thlt Ingost Ion of !. terrut I' II.cspeclally wi I tod In4tcrlal.
was directly ImplicAted In tho etiology of tho dlseose of sheep
called I geeldikkop • • He reported the presence of a CO'lletotrlchum
sp , on such 1114terlal and linked It to the dlsull as a polilbl.
CAUsa. Sub,equent 'ceding trials wi th the first South African Iiolate
Plthomycu ch"rto1rum (Berk. 'CurL) H.B. Ellis from an outbruk of
• geeldikkop I established the toxicity 0' the fungus (KellerlNln.!l.!!.,
1980) •
As a relult of this work and rcnulu obtained In New Zea1and where
P. charurum from Ingened grUIn II relponslble 'or tho development
of facial OCUII\O (Thornton' PerclYal. 1959 ; Thornton, ROil. 1959)
a survey was Initiated to determine tho Incidence of !. charur~
In tho void when • gooldlkkop I wu likely to occur. Ourlng tho
uudy 0' tho (unool 'lora on tho ,o"'plu 0' tho naturol JC4roo pasture
It boclIftt ,pporont th4t r.'\Ich In'or~t Ion could be obulned I( ,II
funOI could bt Idontlflod It "I' u poulble. The '«null. 0' thll
lurvoy frOtll 1978 up to 1982 '1'0 protontod her••
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Reported surveys of fungal floras Include studies of the mycoflora
of plants, soli and the mlcrofungal succession Involved In the decay
of certain plants. As studies on fungal succession were not done
In this Investigation. only the literature referring to fungal
populations was reviewed.
Various techniques have been used depending on the aim of
the study. Leaves were surface sterilized or washed (Hering, 1965;
Hogg & Hudson, 1966; Ruscoe, 1971; LIndsey & Pugh,1976~ to remove
Incidental colonizers on the leaves. As P. chartarum does
not colonize living leaves and usually occurs as superficial conidia
on exposed plant surfaces, surface sterilization Is not an appropriate
technique when looking for this organism.
The mycoflora of the leaf litter of Carex panlculata was studied by
Pugh (1958). Fungi sporulating on leaf samples were recorded by
direct observation while other samples were Incubated at room tempera-
ture In moist chambers and species developing on such leaves were
recorded. An additional set of leaf samples was surface sterilized
and plated out on agar medium. Water content of the leaf samples was
determined. Hetasphaerl a cumona and Stysanus stemon I tes were the most
conmon fungi but superficial conldlophores of species of the Dematlaceae
and Stllbaceae occurred more frequently than did species of the Honilla-
ceae (Pugh, 1958).
15
Dickinson (196]) studied the fungal colonization of Plsum leaves
and found that they were not extensively colonized by filamentous
fungi. At the onset of senescence, however, a dramatic Increase was
observed In the act Iv I ties of severa I saprophytes and on newl y dead
leaves colonization proceeded even more quickly. The sampling
techniques employed were: Incubation of leaves In moist chambers and
leaf surface Impressions taken by painting the leaf with nal1 varnish,
a I lowing the film to dry, peeling I t off and mount Ing I tin I acto-
phenol with 0,1% acid fuchsin. Disks cut from the leaves were also
washed and then plated out \'Ihlle In another set the washing water
was diluted and allquots plated out on potato dextrose agar. Leaves
were categorized as to stage of degradat Ion by the fung I present,and
the beginning of decomposition was closely linked to the Initiation of
sporulation In several species e.g. Cladosporium, Stemphyllum and
Alternaria. Evaluating the significance and value of the various
methods employed, Dickinson (1967) concluded that the washing dilution
method was relatively Inefficient because of two reasons: firstly the
unknown toxlcl ty of Tween 80 and secondl y he suspected that the data
obtained by this method may be an underestimate of the number of viable
propagules which were actually present. The results obtained from the
moist chamber treatment were In agreement with the theoret leal aim of
the method, which was to Indicate the presence of potent Ia I funga I
colon Ist s.
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In a review of the literature on the ecology of fungi on the surface
of plant debris Hudson (1968) stated that primary colonizers of loaves
were Cladosporium herbe rum, Eplcoccum nlgrum, Botrytls cinerea, Aureo-
basidium pullulans and Alternaria renul s , Coelomycetes we,.e only present
as early colonizers of plant litter and the succession ended with
Pen Ie 1IIIum spp., Mucora I es , Tr I chode rma spp. and Bu I d I omycotes.
Every substrate supported a specific fungal population.
Pugh & Hulder (1971) studied the mycoflora usoclated with living and
senescent leaves of Typha let lfol Ie , Samples of leaves were copected
for a year and a half. Leaf samples were washed to remove debris and
propagules on the leaves. Segments (6 ml2 ) of the leaf blade were
cut and Incubated In moist chambers and on agar plates. The percentage
of the segments colonized was noted. Cladosporium herbarum and Aureo •
basidium pullulans were the most frequently occurring fungi on the
moribund leaves, both species Increasing In frequency from Hay to Sep-
tember. Additional fungi which were often found were Phoma typharum,
Eplcoccum nlgrum and Alternaria tenuls.
HcKenzle & Hudson (1976) studied the mycoflora of rust-Infected and
rust-free poplar and plum leaves during decay. Several techniques
were employed e.g. damp chamber Incubat lon, wuhlng, surface
sterilization and direct Incubation on agar and ell.mlnatlon of develo-
ping fungi after 2 - 7 d. Results showed that Plthomyces charUfl-"
was prosent It much higher frequencies on rust-free matorlal than on
17
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rust-Infected material and was IOOch lower on washed leaves and stems
than on directly observed leaves and stems. The general pattern of
colonization of litter by fungi was the same as for other plants, the
most convnon species being Cladosporium spp., Alternaria sp • , Eplcoccum
purpurascens, Aureobasldlum pullulans, Botrytls cinerea and Phomopsls
pernlclosa.
Latch & McKenzIe (1977) used a washing technIque to study the fungal
flora of grazed rye grass associated with outbreaks of facial eczema
In Wales. The greatest number of colonies was Isolated during the
summer and autumn and the least during .wlnter. ~ spp. were the
most ccomonlv Isolated fungi followed by Acremonlum spp., CladosporIum
spp. and Trlcellula aquatlca. These results are sImilar to those
obtained by 01 Menna s Parle (1970) where pycnldlal fungi and Cephalo-
sporium sp. ( syn. Acremonlum spp.) were found to be most common
followed by Cladosporium herbarum. Latch s McKenzie (1977) noted that
a mixed vegetation resulted In the Isolation of a greater number of
species than was detected by 01 Menna & Parle (1970), who used the same
methods. Isolations of P. chartarum represented 1% of the fungi found
during the survey done concurrently wi th an outbreak and were only recovered
from the rye grass and white clover, while none were found on the litter
(01 Henna & Parle, 1970).
Relat Ively few surveys of mycofloras have been published from South
Africa. Elcker (1973) studied the myccflora of Eucalyptus maculau
leaf litter. The leaves were cut Into disks and strips
washed, Incubated and the developing fungi Isolated and
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Ident !fled. He found 39 per cent of the species to be conwnon to both
forest litter and soil. Papendorf Ii Jooste (1974) described five
species of fungi from wheat field debris after Isolation by the dilution
plate method. The fungi were three species of Acremonlum. Trlcellula
curvata and Ulocladlum conscr t la le , No details regarding the toul
mycoflora were given. Elcker (1976) studied the mycoflora of Panlcum
coloratum associated with an outbreak of photosensitivity of sheep for
an 11 month period. The methods ernp loyed were isolat Ion by dilution
plate, damp chamber Incubation and direct plating out of plant material.
The fungi on the phylloplane were studied by means of a cyclone sepa-
. ,
rator. The percentages of Isolates In the samples were noted. The main
colon Izers of pi ant II t ter were~ spp., CI adospor lum spp., AI ter-
narla alternata and Hucor sp.. The phylloplane was mainly colonized
by spec les of~, Pen Iclillum, Tri choderma and Fusar lurn,
Bezu Idenhout (1977) stud led the Hyphomycetes associated wi th Cenchrus
clliaris L., a fodder grass, over an 11 month period. Sections of the
leaves were directly plated out on to filter paper In damp chambers and
agar plates. Fungi developing on the sections were noted and further
Isolations made. A total of 65 genera was found. Cladosporium,
AI ternarla, Eplcoccum and Nigrospora were the genera found most often,
Penicillium and Trichoderma were Infrequent while no Aureobasldlum
Isol ares were detected. A smaller number of genera was found on the
pI ant II tter than on the green grass and upright dead leaves. She noted
that more melanized spec 105 were found on the green leaves which were
19
subjected to bright sunlight.
Van der Herwe !!.!.!: (1979) studied the aerospora of an Eragrostls
curvula pasture In South Africa using a Burckard spore t r ep for a
period of nine months. The most conmon conidia were those of Clado-
sporium while conidia of Plthomyces chartarummade up 0,29% of the
tota I count.
,
20
r'1ATERIALS AND METHODS
The survey was conducted at the Grootfonteln Agricultural College
Farm, Hlddelburg, Cape Province. Sampling and monitoring were done
over a period of four seasons during which weekly or fortnightly
samples were collected. The sampling procedure Involved taking
samples from up to seven different plants as well as litter, at
three points (1978/89) and later In two camps of a hectare each
(1979 onwards).
1978/79 SURVEY
The three sampling points were chosen after completion of a botanical
survey of an area where Trlbulus terrestrls occurred. Weekly samples
of II tter were collected ,Including I. terrestrls when present, after
,
rains had fallen during December 1978. A total of 34 samples of litter
and 20 of T. terrestrls plants were studied during this period of
seven months.
1979/80 SURVEY
Shifting of plant comnunltles at the points previously chosen neeess l«
tated another approach. It was decided to establish two camps of one
hectare each; the one with a fair stand of I. terrestrls, the other
without. rive sheep were put Into the camp with the T. terrestrls
(Camp A) and the plants were sampled as follows: the Karoo bushes,which
were Galenla sarcophylla, ~. procumbens, Felicia ll'Uricata and Lyclum
cinereum and two grasses, [ragrostis lehmannlana and Cynodon incompletus.
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The other plant materials sampled were unidentified litter and T. rer re s»
t r l s . Sampling took place from December 1979 to the end of Harch
1980 on a fortnight Iy basis.
1980/81 SURVEY
This survey started In September 1980 and was continued through
1981. This meant that a total of 52 weekly samples were collected and
studied from each of the two camps. This time every plant species
named In the 1979/80 survey was, however, sampled and studied Indi-
vidually. Thus four species of bushes, two species of grasses, I'tttlr
and. when available, T. terrestrls were sampled for a full calender
year.
,
1981/82 SURVEY
This survey was a continuation of the previous survey, which
cont Inued to the end of March 1982.
METHODS
Samples were taken up to a height of 15 em which corresponds to
the vertical zone grazed by merino sheep. Care was taken to 11ft
litter from the 5011 surface so as to pick up as few eelworm5 as
possible. The camps were sampled at random to obtain representative
samples. If wet due to rain or dew, the samples would be sun-dried
before packing Into paper bags, every sample from each spec les of plant
packed separately and locality, date and species noted. They were then
sent off to Pretor! a by post. Thl s d I stance of 800 kin was covered In
approximately 10 days.
22
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Upon arrival In Pretoria. the material was sorted and cut Into lengths
of one em. Individual leaflets or pinnae were used as a sampling
unit. Pinnae from as many different leaves as was possible were taken
from each sample. Fifty units from each of the samples were plated
out on Potato Carrot agar (PCA) (CHI. 1983) to which 125 mg Albamycln T
(UpJohn) had been added prior to autoclavlng. The plates were Incubated
for a period of seven days at 24 °c wi th Intenn I ttent uv and daylight
fluorescent light from a height of 50 cm on a 12 hId cycle. The presence
of fungi on the mate r La l studied was noted and Isolations made of
P. chartarum and other noteworthy fungi. Chemical assays for spor l»
desmln, the toxin of P. chartarum (Harasas et aI, ,1972) were done on
a number of the Isolates. Some of these cultures were also used
to produce bulk cui tures with which to dose sheep.
,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA
Members of the Agrlcul tural Meteorological Division of the Soils and
Irrigation Research Institute stationed at Grootfonteln recorded and
monitored the weather from a casual station In the vicinity.
This was equipped with a Stevenson Screen housing a thermohygrograph
to record the dally max I mum and mlnumum temperature, an anemometer.
manual and automatic rainfall meters and a grass minimum thermometer.
VETER I NARY ASPECTS
Veterinarians stationed at the Regional Diagnostic Laboratory of the
Division of Veterinary Services Inspected the sheep from time to time
for clinical signs of .. geeldikkop II
HI CROSCOPY
The fungi were Initially Identified at magnifications of 25)( and50x
us I ng a Ze I 55 stereom I c roscope , Veri f I cat Ions of Ident I f I cat Ions
were done with a similar make of research microscope. Haterlal wu
mounted In lactophenol (CHI, 198)) but from 1980 the eoe lomycetes
were mounted In anmonIum hydroxide with ),5% erythrosln (Sutton, 1980).
Photomicrographs were made with an Olympus microscope camera and
II ford Pan F film.
SAHPL ING METHODS WH I CH PROVED INAPPROPR I ATE ,
SPORE TRAPPING
A Burckard volumetric spore trap was operated from 26 January 1976
to 26 February 1976 on a 24 hour basis In the toxic camp. Only one
conidium of P. chartarum was collected (Roux, 1977). It was later
found that the spore trap had to operate too high above the ground
to pick up the con I d I a re leased at a much lower leve I. No spore
trap functioning on a suction principle can operate In a sandy
env I ronment at a low I eve I.
EXPOSURE OF PETRI 0 I SHES
This technique had the dual advantage that It give the best Indication
of how many airborne conIdia there were and also that Isolates obtained
were alive and could be used for sporldesmln Issays almost rIght away.
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However, the distance between Grootfonteln and Pretoria made this an
Impract !cable method. I t was noted that under windy cond I t Ions the
petri dishes could be opened for 10 min whereas 20 min In quiet cond l«
tlons were needed to give the required results. A larger variety
In fungal species was picked up In open patches than amongst dense
undergrowth. On the lee side of bushes many fewer conidia could be
collected. !. chartarum was collected In every petri dish exposed.
WASHED PLANT HATER IAL
Washing was done by shaking material In Up water mixed wi th Teepol
(Shell Chemicals) 1:100 In a wrist shaker for 10 min to dislodge
conidia. The washed material was plated out directly ~fterwards.
The first five samples collected during the 1980/81 survey were
studied In this way. The results are given In Table 2 :
TABLE 2
Percentage of pieces of plant material contaminated with P. chartarum
after being washed thoroughly.
Plant Haterlal Camp A Camp B
Plant II tter 3,7 4,0
T. terrestrls Not Ava I Iabl e
Cynodon Incompletus 2,0 2,8
Eragrostls lehmannlana 3,0 4,4
Lyclum clnereum 6,0 2,4
Ga Ien Ia procumbens 3,0 1 ,5
Galenla s~rcophyl la 9,3 16,0
FelicIa IllJrlc~ta 0,6 4,0
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THE VEGETAT ION SAMPLED
Trlbulus terrestrls L.
T. terrestrls , known as caltrop In the U.S.A., three-cornered Jack
In Australia and al so as Hexlcan sand-burr (Watt s Breyer-BrandwIJk,
1962»)s notorious for causing disease In sheep and goats. According
to \.Iatt & Breyer-BrandwlJk (1962) the Ingestion of!. terrestrls
causes a condition similar to I geeldikkop' called' big head I
reported from Colorado and Texas. The plants are high In saponlns
and thus Inherently toxic.
'Geeldikkop' was first described by Hutcheon (1886). In 1918 Theiler
proved that l. terrestrls was responsible for I geeldikkop', but very
few researchers have been successful In reproducing' geeldikkop I
under field conditions (Van Tonder, Basson (, Van Rensburg, 1972)."
Kellerman ~.!!..(1980) were able to show that the combination of
PI thomyces chartarum and Trlbulus terrestrls gave histopathological
lesions similar to those found during natural outbreaks of the disease.
It Is Important to note, however, that the local farmers talk of
, toxic camps '. This implies that!. terrestrls growing In certain
areas would always be toxic, whereas elsewhere It would be harmless.
!. terrestrls (Fig. 1 a) Is an annual pioneer plant with a sprawling
habit which forms a ground cover. Under exceptional conditions It may
appear to adopt a climbing habit. It Is thus the first step In the
re-establlshment of permanent vegetation on denuded areas. It can,
however, represent an ecological climax when It occurs In flood-plains
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were the nutrients have been washed out.
MorphologIcally the plant has composite leaves consisting of up to
11 small pinnae. These pinnae are covered adaxlally with long unl ce l»
luI ar hyaline hal rs wh I ch are arranged parallel to the surface of the
leaf away from the central axis of the plant. The abaxial surfaces
of the leaves have no special adaptations. These hairs act as a
mirror to reflect the sun. Nevertheless, temperatures In the leaves
can reach 600 C (L.A.P. Anderson, per s . com.).
Ga I en I a sarcophyll a Fenz I
This Is a herbaceous sprawling ground cover (Fig. 1 b) wi th a seml-
,
succulent appearance. It Is extremely palatable to grazing animals.
The leaves have anunusual morphology, the epIdermis having developed
special unicellular and multIcellular hairs wIth whIch the rays of
the sun can be ref I ected. .Q.. sarcophy II a Is preferred to I. terrestrl s
by grazIng sheep and fills the same ecological niche as T. terrestrls.
Galenla procumbens L.F.
This Is a perennial erect plant (Fig. 1 c) wIth woody stems and small
smooth simple leaves. It Is a hardy shrub growing to a possible height
of 50 cm and 15 highly palatable to sheep.
Felicia murlcata Thunb.
A member of the Asteraceae, this multlstelT1'llCld perennIal plant (FIg. 1 d)
has simple leaves wi th a st Icky surface which serves as an Ideal spore
trap. The plant Is hIghly palatable to grazIng anImals.
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Lye lum c Inereum Thunb. ~ latol
This Is an erect perennial plant, preferentially grazed In the young
stages but shunned when 01 der and harder, because of I t s thorny
nature. The woody branches can reach .a height of 1 m plus, but when
grazed heavily this species Is Included among the smaller Karoo
bushes (Fig. I e). I t has simple, smooth leaves and produces small
red berries after flowering In January.
GRASSES
Two grasses were present In the areas covered In thl s survey:
Cynodon Incompletus Nees
f. Incompletus Is an annual ground cover with a sprawling habit
,
similar to 1. terrestrls and~. sarcophylla (Fig. 1 f). The leaves
are covered with unicellular hairs and typically grooved because of
the parallel venat Ion.
Eragrostls lehmannlanaNees var lehmannlana
This Is an erect tussock grass which Is Intensively grazed (Fig. 1 g).
It Is a perennial but can become annual depending upon the prevailing
cond I t Ions.
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RESULTS
VEGETATION
1978/79 SURVEY
The botanical survey Indicated three areas whIch were designated as
points A, Band C where T. terrestrls was present In different
quantities. The nature of the three comtllmltles regarding crown,
basal cover and density varied significantly.
Point A was situated In a community which consisted of a reasonably
high densIty of perennial Karoo bushes. Therefore, the crowri' cover
was such that wind movement between the Ind Ivldual bushes was possi-
ble. A fair basal cover of 1. terrestrls was present which diminished
wi th time.
Point B was situated In a very dense community of perennial Karoo
bushes which allowed virtually no wind movement at soil level. Very
few T. terrestrls and other pioneer pi ants, such as G. sarcophylla •
were present.
PoInt C was situated In an area where only one Lyclum clnereum bush
of 1.5 m In height was present besides I. terrestrls. VI rtually no
other vegetat Ion was present at thl s point at the onset of the survey.
1979/80 SURVEY
Because changing weather patterns adversely effected the re-establlsh-
I
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ment of plants at the three points, It was decided to select two camps
of one hectare each where the study cou Id be cont Inued. Here the
replacement of I. terrestrls by Sal sola~ L. , an unpalatable, smooth-
surfaced plant and Sa I vi a sp. had not proceeded as far as at the three
prev Iousl y se lected po Int s .
The vegetation In Camp A consisted of an open, slight I y bu II d-up
vegetat Ion Interspersed wi th patches of T. terrestrl s and bare 5011.
Sheep were Introduced I nto this camp to graze upon the!. terrestrl s ,
However, they preferred the~. sarcophylla and consequent Iy failed to
show photosensitivity as a result of the varied diet available to them.
,
Initially Camp B contained very little!. terrestrls and because of
the well established stands of Felicia murlcata and Lyclum clnereum
In the camp no further Invasion of!. terrestrls or other pioneers
was possible. The density of the conmunltles In Camp B was much
higher than that of camp A, so that !. terrestrls was only found In
the corner of the camp adjacent to Camp A.
Very few Pentzla spp. and other typical Karoo bushes grew In these
two camps, which Indicates that these plant conrnunltles did not repre-
sent a true climax for this region. The ConmJnltles In the area can
thus be described as be Ing unstable, and could, depend Ing upon the
preva Illng weather. tend to become more permanent.
1980/81 SURVEY
Vegetation In Clmp A deterlorlted further because the summer rains,
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which should have st Imulated germlnat Ion and growth of !. t er rest r l s ,
came too late so that Salsola k.!!..!. once again became the most success-
ful pioneer plant. 1. kall Is only grazed In the Irmlature state
as It eventually rots off at ground level and blows about.
Camp B became an even more permanent convnunlty with very few!.
t errest rI s pI an t s • FelicIa muriccHa became even more significant
and the crown closed up considerably. Eventually!.. terrestrls was
found onl y In the north-western corner of the camp and cou I d not be
sampled continuously.
1981/82 SURVEY
Among farmers In the region It Is considered a fact that there are
'toxic' and 'non-toxic' camps.
,
Whether this Is so has not been proven.
However. certain factors seem to be common to all these so-called
'toxic' camps; they are situated In flood-plains with sandy so l l s,
have very few permanent plants and are subjected to hoof act Ion which
looses 5011 and exposes the lower humus layers In the 5011.
together with thel r micro-organIsms. A temporary movable camp of one
hectare was. therefore, established In a known toxic camp where • geel-
d I kkop' was known to have occurred (Van Tonder !!.!.!: ,1972) •
The existing vegetat Ion was removed In order to give!. terrestrls
an advantage In establishing Itself before other plants could do so.
However, the rains came too late. which resulted In the development
of too few plants to warrant the continuation of the survey. Only three
sampl es were collected and very few fungi were found on them.
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THE FUNGI
The fungi IdentIfied are listed In Table 6 and
new records of genera and species for South Africa are Indicated.
The main groupIngs of Incidences are given In Table 3 and a sUlMllryof
the samplIng dates and numbers of samples collected are given In
Table it.
A sUlTVTlary of the percentages of occurrence of tho dl Herent taxa
Ident Ifled Is gIven In Table 5. Tables 7, 8 and 9 give complete
Information regarding the percentages of occurrence of most l dent le
fled fungi on particular substrates for the surveys from 1978 to
1981.
Some of the more unusual fung' Identified have been Illustrated In
Fig. 2 (Hyphomycetes) and Fig. 3 (Coelomycetes). Conidia of
P. chartarum localized on the ascostromata of Leptosphaerul Ina
chartarum are especially noteworthy (Fig. 2 e).
Seasonal fluctuations characterised most of the more prevalent
fung I as IndI cated In Fig. 7 through FI g36.The seasonaI Inc I dences
have been sunmar l zed In Table 3 where fungi which occurred continuously
can be Identified as having a peak In a particular season e.g. surrrner
or wi nter, as well as on what subst rate they occurred. The weather
kept to the same pattern over the entire survey and, therefore,
the record for the whole year which was sampled Is given (Fig. it).
Average occurrences of the dominant fungi at the various sampling
points and arcu are prasented for the Hyphomycctu (Fig. 5),
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for the Coelomycetes and the genus Leptosphaerullna (Fig. 6). the
only ascomycete which occurred 'continuously, for the periods 78/79.
79/80 and 80/81.
Sudden fluctuations can be attributed to personal sampling error
when someone who did not do this regularly would do the sampling.
SPORIOESHIN ASSAYS
A total of 1005 Isolates of P. chartarum were made for toxin
production testing. Of these 437 Isolates were selected and grown
on semi-synthetic broth (01 Menna, Campbell & Hortlmer, 1970) for
three weeks under uv and daylight fluorescent tubes on a 12h/d
cycle from a height of 30 cm at 200C. The extraction procedure
described by Marasas ~.!!: (1972) was used. A total of 36 Isolates
or 7,5%, was positive and the highest yield was 40 mg/l sporldesmln.
,
Host Isolates, however, gave 10 mg/l or less sporldesmln under these
cond I t Ions.
VETERINARY RESULTS
Al though sheep were kept In at least one sampling area at a time,
no photosensitization on a clinical level was reported. This Is supported
by the weather data obtained which confirmed that no 'danger period'
for the outbreak of photosensitization according to Crawley, Wool-
ford (1965) had occurred.
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DISCUSSION
When evaluatIng th l s survey, It 15 Important to note that of the
12 coelomycete entries In Doidge (1950), virtually all were collected
by MacOwan from Somerset East In the Eastern Cape. The host plant
Trlbulu5 terrestrls, on whIch IllJch of the attentIon In the present
5tudy was focussed, 15 not ment loned at all In her list of h05t plants.
The fungI which Doidge (1950) had recorded for the other plants are
maInly BasIdiomycetes, such IS Pucclnla .!1£.!. Kalchbr. and !. galenlae
Diet. The fungi from l Lt ter In the Karoo have never receIved any
attention before. The only other work In this area resulted In the
description of the new species Plthomyces~ Marasas & Schumann
(1972), but the complete results of what was found were never published.
"
This survey gives complete Information regarding the fungI present In
a natural Karoo pasture over several years.
The most Interesting fInding was that the Coelomycetes were prevalent
and dIverse although the numbers found were not comparable to those
of the Hyphomycetes (Table 7, 8). The 45 genera of IdentIfIed Coelo-
mycetes and 55 genera of the Hyphomycetes Included 24 genera of the
Coelomycetes and 8 genera and 10 spec l es of Hyphomycetes as new records
for South Africa. Furthermore, two new records of Ascomycetes were
noted, Including one new species, Leptosphaerullna chartarum, which
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Is the teleomorph of Plthomyces c:hartarum.
The tota I of 55 known genera of Hyphomycetes found In th 15 survey
I s not as low as It wou I d appear to be when compared wi th other
surveys, for example that of Bezuldenhout (1977), which were done
on either Irrigated lands or under temperate conditions. The
fungi In this survey were collected under conditions not usually
considered conducive to the maintenance of an extensive fungal
popu l at Ion.
The fungi with consistently high counts were~ spp,
Alternaria alternata and Cladosporium spp. Pugh and Mulder (1971)
~
encountered Alternaria tenuls, Aureobasldlum pullulans, Cladosporium
herbarum, Eplcoccum nlgrum and~ typharum as InitIal co lonlzees
of llP.!!! latlfol la L. Populations of~ spp. Increased over the
years which coul d be due to thel r be I ng better adapted to the
Increasing dry conditions. Ascochyta spp. and Camarosportum spp.
Increased with time and then levelled off. The Incidence of
Drechs lera spp., Ep I coccum purpurascens and PIthomyces chartarum
dec I I ned over the yea rs stud led, aI though these organ Isms 5 tIll
occurred consistently. The only Ascomycete whIch occurred
cons Istently was the genus Leptosphaerul Ina whIch also dec! Ined
eventually.
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The Inescapablc conclusion Is that the plant COIlYIlunlty studied contains
a wealth of fungl,many as yct unrecorded. Notcworthy was the occurrcnce
of albino strains of the conwnon Altern,r1a altcrnata, Cladosporium
c ladosporloldes and Stachybotrys chartarum.
The Hyphomycetcs were not as restricted rcgardlng substrate as the
other groups encountered and occurred widely. Unusually low IncIdences
we re, however, noted for spec les of Tri choderma, PcnI c till um and
Aspergillus (Table 7) •
Those Coelomycetes which did have a wide substrate distribution
range were the following Ascochyta spp., Camarosporium spp.,
Dlplodla spp , and Phoma spp. (Table 8).
The highest Incidence of most genera was noted during the autumn and
winter (Table 3). This could be explained by the fact that free
water In the form of dew and rain was available for longer periods '
of time, thus enhancing the growth of fungi (Fig. 4). Grass minimum
temperatures recorded were substantially lower In winter than In
sunmer. Hlghcst rainfall usually occurred In autumn while the wind
generally subsided (Fig. 4) thus reducing evaporation.
Hematophagous fungi, such as Dactylelill and Candclabrella spp., were
found. Large numbers of eelworms were Inadvertcntly picked up with
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some of the samples and Interfered with the counting of the fungi
present on the subs t ra tes stud led.
The entomophagous fungi Beauverla basslana and Hetarhlztum ani-
sop II ae were frequent I y found e l though In very smaII numbers. The
occurrence of these fungi could be related to the emergence of the
Karoo caterpillar, Loxostege frustalls Zeller, which 15 parasitized
by B. basslana (M8hr, 1982). This fungus was more prevalent towards
the third year of the survey at which time the Hlddelburg district
had been experiencing drought conditions for the third successive
year. Associated wi th the absence of grasses ... ln the pastures (non-
hosts of the moth), the Incidence of the Karoo moth had reached
epidemic numbers. As more moths emerged the soli became less
compacted because of fewer plants and subsequent wind and hoof
action which disturbed the soil, thus setting the conidia of B.
basslana free Into the atmosphere. According to Mohr (1982)
B. basslana Is the most Important natural enemy of the moth and
attributed to the successful control of the moth In some areas
to the action of this fungus •.!:: frustalls feeds mainly on Pentzla
spp. and other typical Karoo bushes which were not found In the
areas studied In this survey. This could explain the low Incidence
of B. basslana In the areas studied during this survey.
The Increase In number of spedes of Hyphomycetes from 1980 onwards
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can also be explained by the worsening drought conditions which
resulted In greater amounts of litter being deposited. The litter
became very rich In .fungi which would otherwise probably not have
been Isolated as the litter fraction represented all other plant material
available at the various sampling points and thus Included all plant species
not sampled separately. It Is, therefore, understandable that It should
be much more rich In variety than actual plants sampled Individually.
Onc species which deser-ves special mention Is Aspergillus f l avus ,
This toxigenic fungus was very conrnon In animal feeds from allover
South Africa examined for mycotoxlcologlcal fungi during the same
period (C. Raux, unpub l v ) , whereas It was not present during the
norma I ra Iny season s , e. g. 1978/79.
,
Due to the large number of samples and the primary emphas I 5 on
Plthomyces chartarum, species of common genera such as Fusarium
and Drechslera were not recorded separately. The most common species In
Fusarium was I. moniliforme followed by.E. subglutlnans. In the
genus Drechslera the following species were Identified: .Q.. halodes,
.Q.. hawallensls,.Q.. papendorfll • .Q.. phlel,.Q.. rostrata, Bo. cynodontls
and Bo. carbonus. This sequence represented their frequency of
occurrence, .Q.. halodes bclng the most prevalent. Hembers of the
Drechs I era-Bipolar I s-He ImInthospor/um-complex were grouped together
as Drechs lera.
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Crawley & Woolford (1965) stipulated a minimum temperature of
•
12,20C or more on three consecutive days together with 3,76 ","of
rain as 0 danger period for the development of foclal eczema In
sheep. The same cond I t Ions were assumed to be necessary for the
deve Iopmen t of I gee I d Ikkop I In Ioca I sheep. No such cond I t Ions
were detected and no cases of photosensltlutlon on the sampled
pastures were reported.
Hering (1965) stated that though he had Isolated a number of
Ascomycetes and Coelomycetes, they failed to grow on the Isolation
medIum. Experience obtained during this study showed that any
bacterlostotlc agent other than a few drops of lae t l c acid per
petri dish could completely Inhibit the growth of some Coelomycetes.
This could explain why the numbers of the Coelomycetes reported
In surveys of fungal populations are negligible.
Dickinson (1967) could correlate an Increase In frequency of
Stemphyllum botryosum with records of Its perfect state,Pleospora
herbarum, on Plsum leaves. In the present survey the relation
between Leptosphaerullna chartarum and Its anamorph onl y became
clear after conclusion of the sampling programe. It can, however,
be assumed that .h. chartarum was more prevalent at times when
Incidences of !. chartarum reached peaks, e.g. late summer and early
wi nter, as both fung I were more preva lent then (Fig. 29 A & B ,
3" A s B).
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The survey highlights the wealth and variety of fungi found In this
Inhospitable environment. The large number of genera found Is due to
the wide range of materials sampled. A peculiarity was that virtually
the same number of genera of the Coe lomycetes and Hyphomycetes were
found. This 15 the first report In which such a high proportion
of Coelomycetes 15 reported. The presence of Coelomycetes could be
an adaptation to the local conditions Insofar as hyaline conidia
remain protected withIn the conldlomata. A similar protective
mechanism occurs In the Hyphomycetes as a great proportion of the
species present have melanized conidia.
The suitability of litter as a substrate for fungal growth, even under
these harsh climatic conditions, was an Indication of the role fungi
playas agents In the breakdown of organic matter. The wide spectrum
of fungal genera noted on the litter gave an Indication of what was
present on substrates not sampled separately.
This survey demonstrated the persistent presence of Plthomyces chartarum
on various substrates In the Karoo, which Is a very Important finding
In terms of Its toxicity. The fact that the teleomorph of this fungus,
Leptosphaerullna chartarum, was found during this survey Illustrates
the Importance of Intensive studies of fungal populations. Had this
survey been restrl cted to P. chartarum onl y, a weal th of Information,
particularly regarding new records and undescribed types, would have
been lost.
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Fig. I SCher~lJt ic presentation of the plant types
PIOflEER PLANTS
a Tribulus terretris b Galenla sarcophylla
1
10 c~l-.~_..::~I.. _:... ~~¥<:~:~::'.-<:::':::-."1'-."':
.: ..~~..::..
UPRIGHT 'BUSHES'
c Gillenla procumb~ns e Lyc fum cine reum
d Felicia murlcilta
,... '
GRASSES 9 EraQrost is lehmanniana
f tynodon income Ictus
.. . .. ... .
. . . '.,
15 cm cm
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Fig 2 Hyphomycetes from thb funga1 survey of the Karoo
All Bars - 10 um except Flg.2e where Bar - 50 um,
a Cladorhlnum foecundlsslmum :dlstlnct collarette on the phlallde
and conidia In mucilaginous ball
b Beauverla basslana conldlogenous cells where dentlcles bearing
conidia are shown
c Cerebella andropogonls : conidIa with distInct basal pedlcels
d Hellcoon sessile: hyalIne hellcospore on slender conldlogenous cell
e Plthomyces chartarum : conidia confined to ascostromata of Lepto-
sphaerullna chartarum on a blade of Cynodon Incompletus
f Hcllcomyces roseum : hyaline hellcospores on conIdIophore
9 Volutlna concentrlca : stipe, se t ae and conidia shown In thIs
coelomycete-Ilke fungus
h Gyrothrl x flage II a: fI age 11 um-I Ike recurved setae In whor Is
~. flagella: con ld Ioqenous cells at the bases of the setae
J Taenlolella sp.: characteristically curved conidIa
k Curvularla tuberculata conldlogenous cell bearing conIdium
wI th tubercles
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Fig. 3 Coelornycetes from 'Jhe Fungal Survey of the Karoo
a Chaetospermum chae tosporum: con I d Ia wi th hII urn and appendages
on apical and basal ends of the conIdIum (Bar • 50 um)
b Helanophoma sp, : conidia which show the distinct eplspore
(Bar. 10 um)
c Dlnemasporlum sp.: conldlogenous apparatus where the collarette
on a phial Ide can be seen at the base of the protrudIng conidium
( Bar • 10 11m)
d Dlnemasporlum strlgosum: conidia showing the apical "and basal
appendages (Bar • 10 um)
e Septorlella Juncl : con Idlum wi th ap I ca I muc Ilagl nous appendage
and septa clearly visible (Bar. 10 um)
f Pyrenochaeta sp. : I ongl tudInaI sect Ion through a pycn I d I um
...
showing setae surrounding the ost lole (Bar • 50 un,)
g Pseudoseptorla sp.: falcate conidia (Bar. 50 um)
h Pseudoseptorla sp.: conldlogenous cell showIng developing
conidium and (Inset) the characteristically long neck wIth multiple
annellatlons (Bar. 10 um)
cf. Tetranacrlum sp . : conidium with more than the usual number of
dIvergent arms (Bar • 10 um)
J Sarclnulella sp.: pycnldlum with characteristic tendrIl of conidia
enve loped In a mucll aglnous tube (Bar • 50 um)
k Sarclnulella .p.: detail of the conidIal tendril showIng constriction
caused by the IndIvIdual sac (arrowed) (Bar. 10 Um)
Pe.talotlopsl. sp.: conidium with apical three-armed appendage and
sIngle baSil appendage (Bar • 10 urn)
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FIg. 5 IncIdence of the most prevalent Hyphomycetes during
the years 1978 to 1981
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Fig. 6 Incidence of the most prevalent Coelomycetes during
the years 1978 to 1981 includIng Leptosphaerul ina spp.
the on 1y Ascomycete.
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Figs. 7 - 17
Incidence of selected fungi at Points At 8 & C from August 1978
to Arpl I 1979 as a percentage of the samples
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Figs. 18 - 21
Incidence of selected fungi In Camps A s B from December 1979
to Harch 1980 as a percentage of the nine samples
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Incidence of selected fungi In Camps A & B from October 1980
to September 1981 expressed as a percentage
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF INCIDENCE OF FUNGI IN THE 1980/81 YEAR LONG SURVEY
WINTER FUNG I
AI ternarla spp.
Aureobasldlum spp.
Cama rospor Ium spp ,
Cladosporium spp•
Epl coccum purpurascens
Leptosphaerullna spp.
Rhlzoctonla spp,
AUTUMN FUNG I
on ~yclum I n Camp A
hlg on all substrates except Trlbulus and litter
high on Galenla procumbens In Camp A
high on all substrates In Camp B
on Cynodon I n Camps A & B
highest on G. procumbens In Camp B
high on litter from April onwards In Camp B
Fusarium spp. high on F. murlcata and lower plants (Fig. 1)
Camp B -
Metarhlzlum anlsopllae on all except Trlbulus, Cynodon and Felicia
Camp A
dl sappeared after autumn In Camp B
Myrotheclum spp, peak In late summer In Camps A s B;
low on litter, peak on Trlbulus In late sunmer
Camp A
leptosphaerul Ina spp. In Camp A low close to the 5011 on Galenla
sarcophylla and litter
In Camp B high on G. procumbens; lowest on
prostrate plants vTz • .Q.. sarcophylla and litter
SUMMER FUNGI
Cama rospor Ium spp.
NO OBVIOUS PATTERN
AI ternarla spp.
Mycosphaerella spp.
highest on Galenla procumbens, peak In mid-
summer, consistent on litter In Camp B;
different patterns on the different substrates;
In Camp A, the lowest on litter all year round
on all substrates except !.fclum clnereum In Camp B
slightly higher In winter n Camp A
Inconsistent on most substrates, high on Lyclum
I n Camp B
FUNG I WH I CH WERE ALWAYS PRESENT
Drechs lera spp.
PI thomyces chartarum
Phoma spp.
Stauroncma spp.
high on Cynodon, low but present on other
substrates In Camps A & B
higher In Camp A; always present on all substrates
but at very low levels
cons Istent In Camp B; lowest on Bo. procumbens
I n Camp A
consistent on I l tter , peaks on Fel lela, Eragrostls,
Cynodon In Camp B; Inconsistent In Camp A
104
TABLE 4
A SUMMARY OF THE SAMPLI NG DATES AND NUMBERS OF SAMPLES COLLECTED
'-
>- Il)
'" '" Number of sampling>-
'"
.D '- 41 i'" III o.J ~ 41 J:J units per yearIII :::I s: III J:J ~:::I
'"
U 41 >- :::J o.J 0
C J:J '- '- >- C en Q. o.J > U
III 41 2 ft 2 :::I :::I s Il) u ~ 41., L.. ., ., V1 0 0
1978 3 .-.-•••.-• .-.- .-uu 15 700 78/79points 1I#Iu•••.-•••• u1979 4 050 79/801980 2 1I#IU'-••• • .-.-.-uu
1981 camps .-u.-••••••••.-.-•.-u•.-u••••• 28 600 80/81
1982 ••• d I scont Inued +
SUMMER I WINTER I SUMMER
+ The survey was discontinued because of the thIrd successive year of
drought and deterlorat Ion In the vegetat Ion.
TABLE 5
A SUMMARY OF THE GENERA IDENTIFIED
TAXA NUMBER OF GENERA %OF THE TOTAL
Myxomycetes 4
Zygomycetes 5
Ascomycetes 11
Hyphomycetes 55
Coe I omycetes 45
Mycelia Sterilla 3
3,25
4,07
8,94
44,72
36,59
2,44
Total 123
The Basidiomycetes ~renot Included In the calculation because
Identification to genus level was not possible.
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TABLE 6
COMPLETE LIST OF FUNGAL TAXA IDENTIFIED
HYPHOMYCETES
'" New Genera for South Africa
.. New Species for South Africa
Aorcmoniella atra (Corda) Sacco
A. V6%'l'UCOOa T09n I n I
Ac%'emoniWll LI nk spp •
Altemana al t arnatia (Fr.)' Kcl 55 ler
A. sinnia« H.B.EI I Is
A%'thl'Obotl'll0 euparba Corda
A%'thNl1iWll eaoohar-ioola Stevenson
Aoporgilluo candidu 0 LI nk
A. flalJUo LI nk
A. nidulana EIdam
A. nige%' van T I eghem
A. to%'reua Thorn
AopergiLlus Link spp .
AUNobasidiwn pu l/l-u Lane (de Ba ry) Arnaud
Aureobaaidium VI a I a e t Boye r
Beauveria baaeiana (Ba l s.) Vu I I I •
Botrtytis state of salerotinia fUckeZiana (de Bary) Fucke I
Bot%'ytis Hlche II ex Pers.
caphaloeporium Corda ep,
Co%'COSPOl'Q Fres. ep;
carebetla andropoqoni» Ces.
Chrtyoonilia oitophila (Hont.) v , Arx
Cladorhinu» [oeaund'iaeimum Sace. e t Ha rcha I
Cladosporium aladoeparioidee (Fresen.) De Vries
C. herbarum (Pers.) Link
Cladosporium Link spp.
Conidial state of Monascus V. T1eghem
Cul'tJUlal'ia lunata (Wakker) Boedj in
.. C. tuberculata Ja In
Dactylella Grove sp.
.. DichotCX1lophehom pontulaoaa Hehrllch s Fitzpatrick ex H.B.Ellls
DONtur:yC(J8 stamonitoo (Pers. ex Fr.) Horton & Smith
Dl'Ochsl(Jl'Q state of Coahl.iobolue oarbonue Nelson
Dl'Ochol(Jl'Q state of Coohal.iobolua cynod01lttO Nelson
D. halodae (Drech.) Subram. & Ja In
D. hmJaiio/1oio (Bugnlcourt) Subram. s Jain ex H.B. Ellis
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D. papendor'lii (Van der Aa) H.B. EIII s
D. phle i (Graham) Shoemaker
D. l'Ootrata (Orech.) Richardson s Fraser
Epicoc~wn purpuroncano Ehrenb. ex Schlecht
Pueariel la cf , obo t ipa (Pollack) Hughes
Fusarium acuminatum Ell. & Ey. sensu Gordon
F. equieati (Corda) Sacco sensu Gordon
F. monitifomra She Idon
F. aemi tcotum Berk. s Ray.
'" F. etoveri Booth
F. eubqlutinana (Wollenw. & Reinking) Nelson,Toussoun & Harans
Gl iooladium pcnioi. Uoidco Corda
G. roocwn Ba I n l e r
Gonatobotrue oimp Lex Corda
Graphium panici LLoideo Corda
** Gyrothru flageLLa (Cooke s EIII s) PI rozynsk I
lIeLicomycoo J"ooauo Link
** Hel.icoon lJelJoil-a Morgan
lIyaLodcndron Zignicola (Dlddens) de Hoog
** cf. Laael.lina macroepora (Berk. & Br.) Perch,
Nemnoniel.la eohi.nat:a (Rly.) Galloway
Motal'hizium an ieop l iae (Hetschlnkoy) Sorokln
Monacl'Oopor'iWTI Oudem. sp.
** MoniLietla Stalk & Dakin sp,
Myl'Otheoium carmichae Lii Grev.
'" M. einatum (Corda) Sacco
M. roridun Tode ex Fr.
M. uOrl'Ucal"ia (A lb. s Schw.) 0I tm. ex Fr.
lIigl'OOporoa state of Khuekia oJ"lJ::ao Hudson
** OtJdocQphalum gLCf1IQ1'ULcour.r (Bu III ard) Sacco
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Paeeilomjoe« Ba I n I e r sp ,
Penioil/Hum o}u-yaogerltlln Thom
P. oxal.icie: Currie & Thom
Pcnicil/lius: Fr. spp ,
Pcriconia byaaoidclJ Per s, ex H6rat
P. oookei Ha son s H. B. EIII s
Perioonia cf , madroeua Sub ram.
Pithanyooa aero-ol cvaocue (Cooke & Hark.) H.B. EIII s
P. ohartatum (Ber k • s Curt.) H.B. Ellis
P. cynodontia H.B. Ellis
P. graminicola R.Y.Roy Ral
P. karoo Harasas s Schumann
P. maydicua (Sacc.) H.B. Ellis
P. eaoohari (Speg.) H.B. EllIs
PyriC!Ulal'ia omjnaa Cavara
Rhinooladiel la state of Dictyot~chictzamanlJonii Schol- Schwartz
R. ccllaroio(Pers. ex S.F. Gray} H.B. Ellis
Saopularoiopoio brooicauli» (Sacc.) Balnler
cf. SeptojUlJidium e Leqantulum (Pldopl.) \i.Gams
'If Spaga:.szinia cf. parker-i Slvas.
S. taecartha (Be rk , s Curt.) Sacco
'If cf. Sp'OroidJJomium LI nk sp.
Stilbolla Lindau sp ,
Staahybot1'!fo ohartiarum (Ehrenb.) Hughes
S. caneiveriae Agarwal s Sharma
Stemphyliwn state of Pleoepora herbarum (Per s, ex Fr.) Rabenh.
S. veeicarium (Wa I I r.) SIrrrnons
"'* Taeniolel.la ear-ipta (Karst.) Hughes
'If TaenioleHa Hughes sp ,
Te traploa eHioii Cooke
Torula herbarum (Pe r s c ] Link. ex S.F. Gray
Triahodsrrma hartsianum Rlfal
Trichodsma Pers. sp.
Trichothoaium rOBewn (Per s.) Link
U'loolodium atrwn Preuss
U. chartarum (Preuss.) SlrmIOns
'" U. tuberculatum Simmons
Volutolla col.l-a tot r-iohaidc« Chi I ton
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** Volutina oonoentnrioa Penz. et Sacco
* Volt,eil1a Penz 19. & sacc.
ALBINO FUNGI
Alternaria al ternat:a (Fr.) Kelssler
Cladoeporiwn aladoepot-ioidee (Frescn.) de VrIes
StaahybotMJO ohartiarum (Ehrenb.) Hughcs
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COELOHYCETES
• New Genera for South Africa
.'11 New Species for South Africa
u AmOl'C8pOMwn oonoi.nnum Petrak
A800cllyta Lib. spp .
u A800chytuUna Petrak sp.
u Bartal.inia rob i l l-ardoidae Tass I
U camaroeporium qtUltcrnatum (Haul.) Schulz.
Camaroeporium Schu I z . spp.
U Chactodiplodia P. Karsten spp,
U Chaotoopamwn ahaatioeporun (Pat.) Smith & Ramsbottom
Col.letotviohum ooooodaa (Wa II r.) Hughes
C. derat ium (Pe r s • s Fr.) Grove
C. qloeoeparioideo (Perz.) Sacco
C. gl'aminicola (Ces.) Wilson
Coniothyl'iwn fucko'lii Corda
Coniothyl'iwn Corda spp.
** Dinemaeporium ot'l'igoown (Per s . ex Fr.) Sacc.
DinemalJpoMwn L6v. spp.
Diplodia Fr. spp.
** E,.-ioopom leucoetoma Berk. s Br.
Gelatilnaeporium Peck sp ,
Hendereonia Sacco spp.
** Idiooerou» macaranqaa (r.s. Ramakr.) Sutton
** Jahniatla Petrak spp.
LibOl'tolla Desm. sp ,
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!·/aarophcmi,..a P;I(lOColina (TassI) Gold.
Nelanoonium LInk sp ,
Nalimophona karoo Papen. & Du Tolt
Nelanophana Papen. & Du Tol t sp •
•'liaroopJrael'Opoio Htshne I sp.
U Neottiiaoporina maaonii Sutton apud Sutton & Haruas
Paetalociopeie gl.4cpinii (Desm.) Stey.
Paetalot iopeia S tey. sp.
U c f. Pliaoidial la P. Kars ten sp.
il'Il Phaeoecptovia Speg. sp ,
• Phana epiooooina Pun It •• Tu II. & Leach
P. qlonarata (Corda) Wollenw. & Hochapf .
P. oOlY]hina (Sacc.) Boerema. Dorenbosch s Van Kesteren
Phona Sacco spp ,
Phomopei» (Sacc.) Bub~k
U Plaurothyl"iwn Lonqi aeinum (Lib.) Bub.
U c f. Plaurothur-ium Bub&k sp.
U Polyncma L6v. sp.
U Polyotiamina rubrum (Desm.) Sacco
U Paeudoceptoria Speg. sp ,
il'Il cf. Pyanofuoariwn Pun I tho sp,
U P'tJrcnocbcta de Not. sp ,
U Saroinulel-la Sutton s Alcorn sp.
U Seimataeporium Corda sp ,
Septoria Sacc. 5 p •
** septoriel.la [unci. (Desm.) Sutton
* Septoriel.la Oudem. sp.
Sphat!ro;;oio Sacco
Stagcmooporo (Sacc.) Sacco
U Stauronera (Sacc.) H. Sydow spp,
** cf. Tatronaarium qr-aminaun Hudson & Sutton
Tiaroopol'Olla grominio (Plrozynskl & Shoemaker) Nag Raj var
karoo Sutton & Harasas
U TryblidioPY~71io H6hne I sp.
U Urohandaraonia plaeanei» Speg.
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HYCEL IA STERI L1A (AGONOHYCETES)
Papu loapora Preuss sp ,
Rhizootonia D.C.sp.
salorozium l'ol/aU Sacc.
ZYGOHYCETES
cunninqhamella eclrinul.atia (Thaxter) Thaxter
Mortiol'Olla Coemans spp ,
Mucor HI che II ex Fr. spp •
Rhieopue etolonif'ar (Ehrenb. :Fr.) Vulil. var etolonifa»
Rlti:wmucol' (Lucet s ConstantIn) Wehmer ex Vull I. spp ,
ASCOMYCETES
Aocotl"icha Berk. sp ,
ceratooueti« Ell. & Haist. sp.
Chaetomium Kunze spp ,
Leptioephaeria tes . & de Not. spp.
Leptioephaeruldna auaeral.i» HcAlp.
L. br-ioeiana (Poll.) Graham s Luttrell
* L. chartarum C. Roux
Mycoophae'l'ella taturiana (de Not,) Johanson
Mycoophael"6lla Johanson spp.
OpJzioboluo Riess sp.
Pezlzales
U PlatyopoM permunda (Cke.) Wehm•• conoclathrie Clem.
Plcoepora harbarum (Per s • ex Fr.) Rabenh.
Pleoapora Rabenh. ex Ce5. & de Not.
sacoobolue minimuo v« I.
sordar-ia fimicola (Rob.) Ces. & de Not.
HYXOMYCETES
Didymiwn Schrader
l'hynal"WTl einaraum (Batch.) Pers.
cf • Ratico.4lana BuII.
Stemonitio cf , nnitJzi i Hc1cbr.
TABLE 7 The Ascomycetes, Zygomycetes, Myce 1ia Sterilia, Myxomycetes and unknown fungi
as a percentage of the samples for 1978 to 1981.
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ASI:omCETES
C.,nt"cysth 0.'
Chnelfud".. O.J 0,1 0,5 O,J O.J 0,4· 1.9 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.) 0.2 0.4 D,S 0,7 0,1 0.) iI," ....:s 0,2 . 0,1 . 11,1 0.2 . 0,2 0.2
1,r.,ttuRJ1htlcri a
1,6 U,I 2,2 10,8 2,1 lZ,2 t~ )5,6 "(.~ '6~4 1,9 .' 1 4 0,1 0,1 I,D I,.~t\' 0.61....pt".,.ha.,,,II,,,, 5,6 )J ,1 11,3 ',11 21.5 n,) 6.J" J4,I :fJ,) n,o 2,~ 10,6 IB,6 22,6 l,J 10.J 17.6 6,2 1'.5 ',9 IZ.> JS.2 1.8 7, ) '_,6
llyC..."phAC,.lIA 'I'P. 0,2 0,5 I,;" 0,7 1,9 . '0',0 r.4 0,1 0,4 '0,0. 2.6 ' 0,9 0 •.7 O,B 2,5 15.0 3,) a,2 1.2 0,2 D." I.', 0.1 12.9 0,/, 0.1.
Ophl"',,,I,,. d,.11 0,1 (\.1 0,1 a,I 0,1
I'IAI.Y"IIOU pc,mu"d. 0,1 ''',1
0,)
,'le·· Ir,0rn helbal'''. 0,4 0,1 0.1
0,1
rleuR,mrlt nr. 0,1 0,4 0.1 0,1
D,I D.I
Snc:cnhotul III. 0,4 0.) 0,7 0,7 0,) 0,1 0.1 n,_
SunlArlA '1,",e.. l" 0,1 1.9 1,1 0,1 0,1 0.7 0,1.
....
r-.:
ZYGlII,ycf.n:s .
cu""I,,"hA''''''. Ip. 0,2 0,1 0.7 0,1 0,4 0,1 0.1 0.2
/I..,t le,ell" .pp. 0 •• 0,7 2,1 0,7 0,2 0,2 1,1 0,1 0,1 1,6 0,1 0,0 0,1
l~tC"r Ipp, 1,9 0,2 1,6 2,5 1,0 O.J 0,) 0,2 0,1 0.1 0,2 1,9 11.1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1
~'" ""111I' .wl 0,,1f e' 0,1 6,7 0,7 1,5 0,7 5,6 0,4 1,5 5,2 2,4 0,1 5,0 0,7 1,8 J,6 2,2 1,2 0.1 0,1 2.5 0.5 0,9 1,('
IthlzutnUcor op. 0,1 0,1 0.1
l(yeE...A STERII,IA
l'nruloRporll Ip. 0,1 0.1 12,7 0.2 O,J 11.1Rhl7.oclonlll Inp. 1,6 1,5 5,9 11,9 1,6 0,1 0,1 0,4 0,"
Sclornt Ill.. 'fulhll 0.2 0,1 0.5 0,1
IIUOMYCF.TF.S 0,4 1,1 1,2 0,9 0.1 1.8 0.1 O,J
11,1
nAS 1IIIlIllYCt:TF.S ~,4 0,1 11,1 1,2
"~"rlcnleB
(:nrrlnu••rr.
1I""I'II"I,'u"Aleo 0,1 0,1 O,l J.6 n,I'
"\lcclnlll RrAllllnl. 0,4 1,5 5,0 0,)
lIotlhlllnAlu 0,11
0.1
Ufl~t10\l11 S,B
0,5 1,1 O,J 0,7 1.0 2,6 1,5 O,J
0.7 0,1 2;2 0,1 0.2 0,1 0,1 0,6 n," 0,:. n,2 0.1 1.0 l.'
ASI;ullIyc;clcII 4,9 11.5 ".J 0,1
"'.ruflIyc:cl.'·"
0,1
':ur.luhlyl:otol 0,1 0,1(;ou,,, no. , 0,1 0,1 0.1 0,2 0," 0.1 1.2
CUAln 110. 2 0,2 D,S 0.1 0,1 n. ', 5.0
CucJo nUt J 0,1
t~tre'o no, ,. 0,1 0,1
Cuolo IIU, 5 2,0 2,5
':n~lo nO, .. 0,1 O;J 0,) 0,1
lIy.o". Sto,lIla
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ABSTRACT
Leptosphaeru Iina chartarum sp.nov•• the teleomorph of PI thomyces
Is described from various substrata In a natural Karoo pasture In
South Africa. The ascospores are sImilar In morphology to the
conidia. but are smooth and hyalIne to light brown. ThIs Is the
first anamorph reported for Leptosphaerullna and likewise the
first to1eomorph reported for Plthomyces.
-12"
INT RODUCT ION
As early as 1918 Theiler, with the botanical assistance of I. B.
Pole Evans, proved that Trlbulus terrestrls L., a pioneer plant
(cal trop U.S.A. j three cornered Jack. Australlaj Mexican sandbud
(Watt & Breyer-BrandwIJk, 1962) was responsible for I geeldikkop I
(Eng. yellow thick head) Trlbulosls ovls of sheep. Theiler (1918)
noted the presence of a fungus, Colletotrlchumsp. on the toxic
plants. Meanwhile. In New Zealand, a similar disease called facial
eczema. was noted In the 1908 annual report of the Department of
Agriculture (Filmer. 1958). Percival & Thornton (1958) showed,wlth
their' beaker test' that pastures which were toxic contained
mycelium of a fungus. later Identified by CHI IS Sporldesmlum
bakerl Syd., Implicated In this disease. Ellis (1960) redescrlbed
this fungus naming It Plthomyces chartarum (Berk. & Curt.) H.8. Ellis.
Facial eczema of sheep was first diagnosed In South Africa during the
outbreak at Humansdorp where !.:. chartarum was Isolated from the pasture
(Marasas!,t !!.,1972). Studies on the morphology of the genus
Plthomyces In South Africa followed (Harasas & Schumann, J972).
On account of the similarities between facial eczema and' geeldikkop I
which occurs In the arid Karoo region, fungi. especially P. chartarum
occurring on I. terrestrts were studied. The first Isolates of
fo. chartarum from..!.. terrestrls In the Karoo were collected during
1976 from Aberdeen. Cape Province (Raux, 1977). Since then this
fungus has been found to be present allover southern Africa, both on
plants and In the soil (C. Roux. unpub1.), Indicating It to be truly
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Ind Igenous. During serious outbreaks of the disease up to half
a mIIII on sheep can be a Hec ted (Steyn, 1949). Pure cu I tu res of
toxigenic Isolates of P. chartarum together with T. terrestrls,
- -
to provide phylloerythrln, were given to sheep under controlled
conditions thereby reproducing 'geeldikkop I (Kellerman.!!. !l.,
1980).
From 1978 to 1982 a survey was undertaken to study the mycof lora
of a natural pasture In the Karoo. The main aim was to determine
the levels at which P. chartarum was present, especially at times
when I geeldikkop I could occur. During this survey several new
records for South Africa and undescribed fungi were found, the most
Important of these being Leptosphaerullna chartarum sp.nov., the
teleomorph of f. chartarum.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNGUS
The presence of fungi was noted on seven plants and II tter after
being plated out directly on potato agar (CHI, 1983) plus 125 mg
Albamycln-T/I (UpJohn). The plates were incubated for 7 d at 240 C
under mixed uv and dayl ight fluorescent tubes on a 12h/d cycle.
Isolations were made to verify Identifications and cultures of !.
chartarum were assayed for sporldesmin toxin production (Harasas
.!.!. .!.!.., 1972) on seml-synthet Ic broth ( Oi Henna, Campbe II s
Hortimer, 1970).
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I t was noted that In very rare cases the Leptosphaeru II na asco-
stromata In the leaves were apparently I parasitized I by!..
chartarum. In the ostlole of the ucostromau, where one would
expect the asci to emerge, a number of conidia of !.. chartarum
could be found. P. chartarum did not grow on the general surface
of the leaves In these cases, but was localized on the ascostro-
mat. and associated with them. The I parasitized' ascostromata
were observed on leaves of Galenla procumbens L.F., 1. terrestrls
and Cynodon Incompletus Nees. The anamorph of Cochllobolus
nodulosus Luttrell has developed directly from the teleomorph on
seed of Sorghum vulgare Beauv. In a similar manner (R.Y.Anellch.
pers. ccmn.},
Conidia Isolated from one of these ascostromata. gave rise to a
culture In which ascostromaU developed. This Isolate. Gp 2/24 AI.
produced sporldesmln at a level of 10 mg/ I. which Is average for
tox l qen tc cultures of f,. chartarum obtained from the Karoo. This
culture was subsequently lyophilized and revived at Intervals to
test Its stability. Initially all single ascospore cultures gave
rise to the anamorph only. However. after some time It was found
that Incubation temperature affected the physiology of the fungus.
Thus. single ascospore cultures grown at 200 on 1.5% malt extract
agar ( CHI. 1983) consistently gave rise to ascostrOl'lllta and dis-
charged ascospores actively. However. at 240 on the same medium
little active spore discharge took place and the anamorph was
formed. When the conidial cultures were cultured together at either
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temperature, no ascostromata developed, which suggests a heterothailic
condl tlon In P. chartarum. In cultures grown at 24°, ascostromata
which did not readily discharge their spores, resembled those Initially
found on the leaves where the anamorph was formed In the ost lole
(Fig. 1).
Leptosphaerullna chartarum sp.nev,
Anamorphosis Plthomyces chartarum (Berk. , Curt.) H.B.EIlls
In cui tura In extracto agarl 1,5% ad 2,.0 luce: colonia lanata vel
adpressea, atro-ollvacea. Mycelia atro-ollvacea-brunnea, seputa.
Ascos tromata separata, at ro-ollvaceo-brunnea, globosa, ost 1010 amplo,
Inrnersa, superficial la, aparaphysata. Asci 5 - 7, brevis ovatl
maturate longlscentes, bl tunlcatl 100 - 150 x 60 - 100 u m; ascosporae
8 per ascum, dlctyosporae, plerumque, 3 tl transversallbus et 1 longl-
dlnallbus, septatae, constrlctae, hyallnae vel pallide brunneae, laeves ,
late eilipsoidaies 23 (25) 27 x 7 (8) 12 urn,
In foil I mycelium Immersum atro-brunneam, septata. Ascostromata separata,
Irrmersa ad erumpentla, globosa, ostlola emplo, aparaphysata. Ascosporae,
hyallnae vel pall Ide brunneae.
Ex foil I Galenla procumbens r.r., Grootfonteln, Hlddelburg, C.P.
Austroafrlcanum, 1981, A. Barnhoorn. C. Raux Gp 2/24 AI, PRE'" "7900
holotypus.
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oIn culture on 1.5% MEA at 24 with uv and daylight fluorescent tubes
on a 12 hid cycle: colony woolly to appressed, dark olive. Mycelium
dark olive brown, septate. Ascostromata separate, dark olive brown,
globose, largo ost lo l e , Imnersed and superfIcial In medlum,aparaphyute.
Asci 5 - 7, short ovate becoming longer with Ige, bltunlcate 100 -
150 x 60 x 100 11m. Ascospores 8 per ascus, dlctyosporous, usually
three transverse end one longitudinal septum, constricted at sepu,
hyaline to light brown, smooth, broadly ellipsoIdal, 23 (25) 27 x
7 (8) 12 11m.
On leaves mycelium Ilmlersed, dark brown. Ascostromata separate,
Immersed to erumpent, globose, ostlole large.
DISCUSSION
In order to verify the Identity of the teleomorph, the ascostromata
were studied at various stages to determine their developmental
characteristics. Asci and Intertheclal cells (Wehmeyer, 1955) or
strands of Interascular stromatal tissue (Luttrell, 1973) were dis-
tinguished In the developing ascostromata. A small number of asci,
5 - 7, usually developed In sequence from a central point (Fig. 2).
Asci are short ovate, elongating during maturation. In very rare
cases a dome-like structure (Graham' Luttrell, 1961) could be seen
at the apex of the ascus (Fig. 3) which Is typical of the genus
Leptolphaerullna HcAl p. Dendrl t le ucostromata developed In cu I ture
where ascospore releaie could not take place satisfactorily. There
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are Indications that asci lodged In the est Iele, developed Into
ascostromata which In turn gave rise to another order of ascostromata
(Fig. 5,6). These dendritic ucoHromata were never observed on the
leaves. Ascostromata In artificial culture were produced In the
aer Ia I mycelium, on and I n the agar substrate.
Septation of propagules In both states Is very similar (FIg. 4,7) and
the Irs lze correspond to a certain extent. Ellis (1960) gave the range
for P. charurum as 18 - 29 x 10 • 17 um while HarulS s Schumann
(1972) give the followIng measurements: 14 (20) 36 x 8 (12) 21 um
wIth septatIon 0 (3) 5 x 0 (2) 3 (transverse x longitudInal). Roux
(1977) obtained the following mode measurements at 200 on 1,5 %HEA:
(24) x (13) 11m and at 24 0 on the same medIum (21) and (12) um white
septat Ion at both these cond I t Ions was 2 (3) 6 x 0 (2) 3. Measurements
obtained for the conIdia of cultures of L. chartarum were at 20 0 :
20.5 (23) 25.S x 9.5 (11. 7) 14.0 um and septation 0) 4 x (1) 2. The
ascospores which were not released from the asci meuured 31 (30) 35
x 10 (12) u m while the transverse septa can Increase to five. These
were the same IS those obtained for germinating ascospores. The
ascospores were smooth and hyaline, becoming dark long after ejaculatIon,
and possess a distinct sheath (Von Arx & Haller, 1975) which sometimes
diminished although It may remain Intact until germination takes
place (F Ig. 4).
Ascospores of h. brloslana (PolL) Graham £ luttrell and of ,h. trlfolll
(Rost.) Petrak, a species associated with leaf spots on legumes
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(Graham & Luttrell, 1961) are larger than those of L. chartarum
but septation bears some resemblance. L. chartarum was never
assocIated wIth any spots or lesIons and no representatIves of the
Legumlnosae were present In the veld where It was collected.
Ascospores of Dlctyosphaerella andropogonls DoIdge (1922) were cem-
pared from the holotype PREH 1214 whIch consisted of leaves of
Cymbopogon valldus Stapf ex Burtt Davy. ThIs fungus has not been
collected sInce orIgInally descrIbed. Petrak (1927) dIscussed the
taxonomIc problems concernIng thIs fungus and stated that It was
best Interpreted as a Pleospora Ind named It Pleospora doldgeae Petrik.
Wehmeyer (1961) noted that there Is a dIfference concernIng the
ascomata whIch are paraphysate and the asc l grouped together In
separate bundles In the ascostromatlc clrcumstructure, describIng
I t as I havl ng a pseudosphaer I aceous appea ranee I • The ascospores
are morphologIcally s Imll ar to.!:.. charta rum, the only dIfference
beIng the acutely pointed apIces In f: doldgeae. The spore dimensIons
are very sImilar.
Conidia were more abundant under arId hot condItIons whIle the dIs·
covery of an ascomycetous state could explaIn the ablll ty of the fungus
to survIve durIng wInter and produce a flush of conidIa as soon as the
weather Improved. Such a cycle would coIncIde with the fIrst flush
of growth of !. terrest" s, a pIoneer pI ant whIch appears .fter the
fIrst summer raIn has fallen In thIs semi-desert envIronment.
Cultures of .!:.. chartarum can be obtaIned from the Nltlon.1 CollectIon
1)1
of Fungi. Culture Collection. Private Bag x 1)4. Pretoria 0001
South Africa.
I am especially grateful to the Director, Karoo Region, Or. P.W.
Roux and to Hr. A. Barnhoorn who collected samples. my col leagues
In the Hycologlcal Research Unit for unstinting support, Or. O.J.
B. KI I lick, Botanical Research Institute for holp with the Latin
diagnosis and Professor K.T. van Warmelo • Rand Afrikaans Unlver.
slty. for his faith In me and encouragement. This work forms
part of a dissertatIon for the Ph. D. degree It the Rand Afrikaans
University.
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FIg. I Anascostromaof Leptosphaerullna chartarum wIth asci
protruding laterally through I ts wall and Plthomyces
chartarum conIdIa beIng produced In the ostlole from
and from two separate ascI and laterally (Bar. 50 um)
FIg. 2 AscI from one ascostroma of L. chartarum staIned wIth
Meltzer's IodIne (Bar. 50 ~ m)
FIg. 3 Dome-lIke apical structure of an Irmlature ascus of
1. chartarum staIned wIth Heltzer's IodIne (Bar • 10 ~m)
FIg. ,. GelatInous sheaths on two germInatIng ascospores of
1. cha rtarum grown on 1,5% HEA, 200 (Bar • tOp m)
FIg. 5 A young dendrItic ascostroma of.!:.. chartarum grown on
1,5% HEA, 200 (Bar • 50 ~)
FIg. 6 Detail of a dendrItIc ascostroma wIth encased ascus
(arrowed) (Bar. 50 pm)
FIg. 7 ConIdIa of P. chartarum orIgInatIng from a sIngle ascospore
culture (Bar. top m)
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ABSTRACT
The study of the conldlogenesls of three coelomycetes confl rmed
their holoblastic development using light ar¥1transmlsslon electron
microscopy. The conldlogenous cell In Urohendersonla platensls
Speg. and Barullnla roblliardoides Tassi has been altered to
allow the production of a maximum of three conidia only. This
necessitated the description of a new mode'of conldlogenesls, viz.
thysanobhstlc. The conldlogenous apparatus In these two species
and T1arosporella gramlnls (Plrozynskl & Shoemaker) Nag Raj var
karoo Sutton & Harasas was studied and certain discrepancies with
the exist Ing literature were recorded. The ontogeny of the
conldlomata and conldlogenous locules In culture was examined.
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INT RODUCT ION
Up to fairly recently the classification of the Deuteromycetes wu
based on the morphology of the conidia and mature fructifications.
The criteria eventually proved Inadequate which led to the process
of conldlogenesls receiving more and more attention, especially
In the classlflcat Ion of the Hyphomycetes. Similar Invest Igatlons
In the Coelomycetes have depended very heavily on the data obtained
from the Hyphomycetes and furthermore, very little Is known regarding
the ontogeny of the conldloma. Identification of Coelomycetes thus
cont Inued to rely on mature morphology unt II 1980 when deta lis of
conldlogenesls and differences In conldlomaul structure were used
as a baslsfor a key (Sutton, 1980).
The prevalence of the Coelomycetes In the Karoo fungi and the associated
difficulties of Identification made fundamental knowledge of their
morphology and conldlogenesls an absolute requirement. This In turn
developed Into an In-depth study of selected species. The genera
selected, Urohendersonl a, T1arosporella and Bartallnla,had some
characteristics In comnon, viz. all possess conidial appendages and
conldlogenesls Is holoblastic (Sutton, 1980). The results of this
study are presented here.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Conldlagenesls has been Increasingly used In Oeuteromycetes
systematics since Hughes (1953) classified some Hyphomycetes
according to the different mothods by which conidIa grew before,
during and after they are produced. Since then others (Subramanian,
1962; Tubakl, 1963; Barron, 1968; Ellis, 1971) hive used this
criterion to classify the Hyphomycetes while the first system using
conldlogenesls as a basis for the taxonomy of the Coelomycetes was
proposed by Sutton (1980). Cole & Samson (1979) emphasized the
Importance of ul t re s t ruc ture l studies to elucidate conldlogenosls.
HInter, KI rk & Sutton (1982; 1983) reassessed opt Ical and electron
microscopic observations and demonstrated that Insteld of discrete
categories there was a cont Inuous spectrum of developmental processes.
A simplified system of blastic and thalllc conldlogenous processes
was proposed It the firs t Kananask Is Confe renee (Kend rI ck , 1971).
The b list le process was further subd Iv Ided Into I holoblis tic
category, where all or both cell Will s contributed to the format Ion
of the next conidium and the enteroblastlc category where only the
Inner wall Ilyers of the conldlogenous cell gave rise to the next
conidium.
Enteroblutlc conldlogenesls was subdivided Into two types, the tretlc
and phial Idle. Ellis (1971) described the trotlc process as one where
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the con Idlum was formed by proll ferat Ion of the Inner wa II I ayers
through a pore In the outer layers. The process of phlalldlc
con Id lum ontogeny as I t occurs In Hyphomycetes has been descr Ibed
In detail (Cole & Samson, 1979) u a process In
which successive conidia arose ;rom a constant conldlogenous locus
on a phial Ide. The succession of scars left by the released
conidia eventually formed a perlcllnal thickening at the apex of the
phial Ide, wIth or without a prominent collarette, with a fixed
growing point (Kendrick & Carmichael, 1973). An additional mechanism
of conldlogenesls which was pertinent to the present study was
anne l I Idlc ontogeny. In this cue conidial secession takes place
at a progressively higher or lower conldlogenous locus (Sutton s
Sandhu, 1969; Kendrick, 1971) which would result In either an
Increase or decrease In length of the conldlogenous cell. The
outer wal I layers of the conidium were thus synthesized by the
developing conidium and were not continuous with the outer wall layers
of the conldlogenous cell. Nag Raj & KendrIck (1971) equated
annellldes to percurrent proliferatIons - a term fIrst used by
Luttrell (1963).
It was noted at the FIrst Kananaskis Conference that there were diffe-
rences In the Interpretat Ion of what had been seen wi th the lIght and
electron microscopes (Kendrick, 1971). What would have been Interpre-
ted as I porogenous I by Luttrell (1963) was termed I tretlc I conldlo-
genesis for Phoma herbarum Westend. by Boerellll (1964).
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Sutton'Sandhu (1969) studied conidium development and secession
In three anneilldic genera of the Coelomycetes and concluded
that Phoma fumosa Ell. , Ev. displayed anneilldic conldlogenesls.
HaraslS, Pauer s Boerema (1974) noted that the correct terminology
for the I budd Ing I observed In var lous~ spp. stud led earlier
was I phial Ides I according to Kananaskis I (Kendrick, 1971).
Sutton (1980) stated that tretlc conldlogenesls has not been con-
firmed In coelomycetes, although blastosporlc, anneilldic and
phial Idle conldlogenesls were well known.
Subramanian (Kendrick, 1971) confined the term I conidiophore I
to the cell bearing the conldlogenous cell which In turn produced
the conIdium from the conldlogenous locus on the cell. Carrol I
s Carroll (1971) stated that the conidium ontogeny In Stemphyllum
botryosum was Initially blastic and then became tretlc. Subramanian
added In the discussion that followed that conditions may change
the conldlogenous process from blastic to tretlc. Plrozynskl added
In the discussion that plastic cells were blastic whereas this could
change later to become different when the wall became thick, non-
elastic and fully differentiated. It was noted at the KananaskJs
Conference that there were differences In the Interpretal Ion of what
had been seen with the light and electron microscopes. At Kananaskis
II Hadelln (1979) elaborated on the blastic and tretlc conidium,
but did not mention a single-layered wall producing conidia by
tretlc conldlogenesls.
The literature regarding the three selected Coelomycetes studied
can be sUlMllr/zed as follows:
The genus Urohenderson la Speg.
The genus Urohenderson I a Speg. was described from the Argent Ine
wi th ~. platensls Speg. as holotype and larer monographed by Nag
Raj & Kendrick (1971). Sutton, Ghaffar & Abbas (1972) amended
the genus and Sutton (1980) provided a key.
The only collection of.!!.. platensls until the lsclat lcns mentioned
In Table I were obtained, was the original specimen. The description
of the genus accord I ng to Sutton (1980) reads as follows:
The con/dloma Is an ost lolate pycn/d/um, amph/genous, separate,
gregarious or confluent. Conldlophores absent. Con/d/ogenous cells
holoblastic and determinate or anne II idle and Indeterminate, discrete,
ampul 11form to dol ttform, pale brown to hyallne,smooth with 0 - 2
percurrent proll ferat Ions ,formed from the Inner cell s of the pycn Idlal
wall. Conidia pale brown, 3 euseptate, continuous or constricted,
cylindrical, clavate or fus Horm, apex obtuse. Base truncate often
with a marginal f r l l l , th/n-walled,smooth or verruculose, occasionally
guttulate, with an extracellular, gelat Inous, unbranched, s Ingle, apical
appendage.
The genus Tlarosporella Hahnel
The genus T1arosporella was erected by H&mel to acconmodate some
species of Neott/ospora (P/rozynskl & Shoemaker, 1971). !. gram/nls
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P/rozynskl & Shoemaker was emended by Nag Raj (1973) and a variety
!. gramlnls var karoo described by Sutton s Harasu (1976) from the
Karoo. Sutton (1980) provided a key to the known species.
The genus T/arospore II a was described by Sutton (1980) as follows:
Conldloma pycnldlal, separate or linearly aggregated, globose, dark
brown, unilocular, thick walled. Ost/ole central, circular, papillate.
Conldlophores absent. Con/dlogenous cells holoblastic, determinate,
discrete, lagenlform, hyaline, smooth, eguttulate, cylindrical to
fusiform, straIght or slightly curved, with an apical gelatinous
appendage orlglnat Ing by the splitting from the base of an envelope
enclosing young conidia, finally dividing Into 2 - 4 unbranched
tentacles.
I. gramln Is var~ Sutton s Harasas
The diagnostic character of this variety 15 the rostrate con/d/oma.
The genus Bartalln I a Tass I
The genus Bartallnla Tassi was erected with type (hc!e) B. robJllardoldes
TassI. A recent description of the genus was given by Horgan-Jones,
Nag Raj & Kendrick (1972) although It was not revised.
The description of the genus Is as follows (Sutton, 1980)
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Conldloma pycnldlal, separate, globose, dark brown, ostlolate,
slightly papillate. Conldlophore5 absent. Conldlogenous ce l l s
ho l cb l as t lc , annellldlc, IndetermInate, dl screte , cylIndrIcal to
Iagen Iform, 5mooth wI th 1 - 2 percurrent proliferatIons, formed from
the Inner cells of the pycnldlal wall. ConIdIa hyalIne to pale
brown, ,. - euseptate, the penultImate basal cell longer than the
rest, contlnuou5,cyllndrlcal to fus l f orm, straight or slIghtly bent,
base truncate, apex con l c , thIn-wailed but two medIan cells slIghtly
thIcker than medIan cells, eguttulate, wIth 2 - 3 apIcal cellular
unbranched appendages and a sIngle exogenous cellular unbranched
appendage.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS
Isolates used In this study were mainly obtained from the Karoo
while additional material from other localities was obtained from the
PREH culture collection (F/g.l,Table 1 ).
HED IA USED:
Potato Carrot Agar (PCA); 2% Hal t Extract Agar (HEA) and
Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) all according to CHI (1983);
Carnat Ion Leaf Agar (CLA) (FI sher !! !!., 1982)
PCA and carnatIon leaflets sterilized by gamna Irrld/at/on;
PCA and autoc laved f I I te r paper st rips and
Potato Carrot Broth (PCB) for mass cu l tures of Urohendersonla platensls
only.
CULTURE COND ITIONS
Cultures grown on solid media were grown In disposable plastic petri
dishes while liquid cultures were grown In Pyrex Erlenmeyer flasks.
The same conditions were used for studies on conldlogenesls as were
a
used for the Initial Isolation. These conditions were 24 C wIth
combined near ultraviolet and daylight fluorescent illumination
from a height of 50 em on a 12 hId cycle.
METHODS
LICHT HICROSCOPY
Conldlogenesls was studied according to the technique used by Sutton
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(1980) l .e , mounting In 3,5% erythrosln In lot NH40H usIng bright
field Illumination. LIne drawings were done from preparat Ions made
In this way. Further elucidation was done by Interference
contrast and phase contrast lighting usIng a LeItz SH Lux Pol
microscope fitted with a Wild HPS "5 camera. A Wild H 5 A mlcrosccpe
us Ing the same camera, was used for the stereoscopic stud Ie s ,
Better slides were scaled with melted wax for storage of up to" days.
Paraffin wax sections of 10 \1m thickness were stained with Curr's
Fast Green while freeze sections of 20 - 30 um thickness were made
using a Leitz Kryomat 1700 with a 1310K stage for the study of the
evolvIng locules , All these sections were also mounted In the
a l ka l lne erythrosln mentIoned above.
TRANSHI SSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Strips of agar (1xlx2 Iml) containing conldlomata were cut from cultures
and Inwnedlately f lxed In 2,5% glutaraldehyde In either O,IM phosphate
or 0,1 H Na-cacodylate buffer, pH 7,5 contaIning 0,25% Aldan Blue.
FIxatIon was done under Intermittent vacuum for 30 min, thereafter
the fIxation was cant Inued for another hour at 500 C. Three buffer
rinses were followed by post fixation In aqueous OsO,. for 1 h.
Dehydrat Ion In acetone was followed by embedding In Epon. The
material In Eponwas also subjected to Intermittent v.cuum to facilitate
Impregnat Ion.
Silver Interference colour sections were cut with a dl.mond knife and
cont r.sted wi th ur.nyl acetate and lead c l t rate , Electron ml crographs
were taken at 60 KV using a Philips 301 EH.
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HISTOCHEMICAL STAINS FOR THE CONIDIAL APPENDAGES
Sudan I I I stain for fats
0,5% Sudan III in 70% ethanol for 20 min.
Rinse quickly with 50% ethanol. Fats colour red.
Sudan Black B for lipids
Saturated solution in 70% ethanol, stain for 20 min.
Rinse quickly with 50% ethanol. Fats colour a deep blue-black.
Coomassie Brilliant Blue for Protein
Coomassie Brill iant Blue in 7% acetic acid turns protein blue.
Fungal material was teased out on a microscope slide and the above-
mentioned stain added. The cover sl ip was put in place and the
protein present in tissue would stain blue.
Modified Leifson's Stain (Punithalingam & Woodhams, 1984)
used to determine morphology of appendages.
Pelikan Fount India drawing ink for fountain pens, Black, to determine
the morphology of appendages.
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RESULTS
UROHENDERSONIA PLATENSIS
LICHT HICROSCOPY
The pycn ld lum sas formed by the enlargement of a hypha at a ceruln
point (Fig. 3 a). Additional hyphae crossing this point became enlarged
(Fig. 3 b) and anastomoses formed between the hyphae at the predetermined
point of development of the pycnldlum (Fig. 3 c). The concentration
of hyphae at this point continued to give rise to a loose structure
(Fig. 3 d) which became tightly woven (Fig. 3 e). Isodlametrlc cells
developed (Fig. 3 f) and the developing pycnldlum became more obviously
globose (Fig. 3 g). Additional hyphae crossed the pycnldlum and became
Incorporated Into the outer surface thus enlarging the structure (Fig.
3 h). The young pycnldlum was at this stage a spherical mass of
pseudoparenchyma from which thin hyphae radiated (Fig. 3 n ,
Th I 5 process was de scr l bed as symphogenous development by Kempton
(1919). Internally the centre consisted of large hyaline thin-wailed
pseudoparenchyma surrounded by smaller more regular,sllghtly thlcker-
walled hyaline cells and Juvenile plectenchyma (Fig. 2 c). The
very prominent layer of darker cells was possibly due to lipids which
were al so found as encrustat Ions on the vegetative hyphae and crystal s
(Fig. 5 h) In culture. The particles were stained dark blue with
Sudan Black B and no staining was found In material extracted with
petroleum ether or chloroform.
Following disintegration of the central hyaline pseudoparenchyma, the
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con Id logenous ce II s became act Ive , a process followed soon after by
the format Ion of the ost 10Ium. The ampu IIHorm conId logenous ce II
(Fig. 2 b) produced the fIrst conIdIum holoblastically (Fig. It b),
which was released schlzolytlcally (Hughes, 1971 a). The ap lcal
appendage was formed at the same tIme and grew at a faster rate than
the conidium (FIg. It d, f, g). The conIdial body enlarged and the
medIan septum was formed (Fig. It I). The neck of the conld lum did
not stretch or elongate (FIg. 4 J). However, with product Ion of the
second conidium an Intercalary cell was formed In the elongated neck
of the conldlogenous cell to allow rhexolytlc secession (Hughes, 1971b)
(FIg. 4 h). The conldlogenous cell now exhIbited a frill at Its apex
where the conidIum had been released (FIg. It J ). The wall of the
conldlogenous cell maIntaIned the same dIameter throughout (FIg. 4 b,
c , J). At this stage, usIng light mIcroscopy, two horn-like attachments
coul d be seen It the base of the con Id lum which corresponded to the
rIng left by the tearIng of the basal cell, similar to the frill or
pedIcel of Plthomyces. These hern-l Ike poInts were evIdent In the
elongated mucllagenous sheaths which developed liter (Fig. 2 d).
These frilled conldlogenous cells produced another conIdIum whIch was
released schlzolytlcally (Fig. 30). Soon after release from the
conldlogenous cell, the conIdium developed two separate external sheaths,
envelopIng the conidIum (FIg. 4 d). One was formed next to the
conIdIum and frequently dIsplayed a series of Irregular rIdges, while
the baSil part formed an extens Ion prot rud Ing
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from the outer sheath (Fig. 2 d, 5 f). The outer sheath was smooth
and basally shorter than the Inner shuth. At the apex where the
gelatinous tail-like appendage was embedded In a hollow In the
conidium, another veil-like appendage which Inverted from the body
of the conidium, surrounded the tail-like appendage (Fig. 5 b,c,d).
This veil-like appendage was present while the conidium wes stili
attached to the conldlogenous cell (Fig. 5 a) and was best
demonstrated when mounted In Ink (Fig. 6 q, r}. Histochemical staining
of the appendages gave a positive reaction with Coomanle Blue showing
them to be mainly prote In. Shortly before release, two additional
septa were formed, one below and one above the first. When the full
complement of conidia had been produced by a pycnldlum, microconidia,
whI ch were hyaline, e I I I pt I caI and asph erl cal, were produced from
r"t
small conldlogenous cells (Fig. ~ k , 6 s , e). These microconidia were
observed In most cultures grown on richer media (PDA, PCA s MEA) where
the pycnldla could remain active for longer periods. The microconidia
were enveloped by oversized mucllagenous sheaths which were eventually
absorbed. The mlcrocon I dla might funct Ion as spermat la rather than
microconidia. The macroconldla became slightly brown In colour after
septation was completed (Flg.~ I) and lost their apical appendages
at the time of release from the pycnldlum.
In cultures grown on verlous media, especially PCB, the pyenldla
elongated considerably while the basal part 0' the venter became
sterl Ie (Fig. 2 a, 5 n , Conlc1logenous cells underwent Iys Is as
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soon as they had formed three conidia. Hultl-ostlolate pycnldla
were only rarely encountered, and only In Isolate PREH 47584.
Abnormal conidia were extremely rare as only one five-septate
conidium wu seen during the entire study. Chlamydospores were
formed on PCA afte r 51x weeks (FIg. 5 J)'
The conldlogenous locule became larger as the conldlogenesls
proceeded which points to a process of replacement of pseudoparen«
chyma by merlstemat Ie ce II s .
TRANSHISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
'''rEM studies on the ultrastructure of ~. platensls confirmed that the
cell wall of the conldlogenous cell consisted of one layer only (Fig.
7 B). On the outs Ide of th Is an uneven layer of osmloph III c material
was deposited. Some conldlogenous cells had two necks (Fig. 7 B).
a condition whIch could not be seen by means of light microscopy.
Each conidium was enveloped In a thick layer of mucus (Fig. 11 B).
The conidia were produced holoblastically (FIg. 9 A) and the first
conidium was apparently released by schlzolytlc secession (Flg. 9 A).
The second conidium Ieft a delicate frill, derived from the cell wall
material of the Interca lary cell, above the level of rhexol yt Ic
secession (Fig. 9 B). A third and last conidium was produced In I
I Imll ar manner to the f I rlt and apparent Iy released by Ich I zol yt le
secess len as no conidiogenoul cell with a second rhexolytlc
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third conidium was ever seen. After this secession the con Id lo«
genous cell seemed to dissolve and Its place wu taken by another
cell derived from the underlying pseudoparenchyma (Fig. 8 A. 9 A).
Elongated conldlogerws cells were occasionally seen In material
prepared for TEH (Fig. 7 B, 9 B) but were never observed In fresh
material. The osmiophilic material which was present between
adjacent cells In the s Ingle layered pycnldlal cell wall s probably
consisted of lipids exuded by the peripheral cells, and was thus
not a true cell wall layer (Fig. 8 A). The apical appendage
cons I sted of the same electron trans I ucent material as was present
In the young conidial cell wall (Fig. 11 A), with an osmiophilic
''layer deposited on the outside.
DEVELOPMENT OF CELL WALLS OF THE CON I0 I UH
The cell wall of the conidium of Urohendersonla platensls consisted
of a reasonably electron translucent layer which was externally
encrusted with an osmiophilic substance which might have been the
same as that found so abundantly In the outer layers of the pycnldlal
wall (Fig. 8 A). The Inner part of this conidial wall was Impreg-
nated with I granular substance, giving the Impression of the presence
of a distinct wall layer (Fig. 10 B). This granular layer was present
In mature cell walls only (Fig. 10 C, D). In younger walls. such IS
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septa (Fig. lOA), th I slayer could be observed In the more mature
parts of the cell wall only (Fig. 10 B). It would therefore seem
that Initially the septum consisted of electron translucent material
which was Impregnated at a later stage of development by granular
osmiophilic material which was not deposited In the septal pore (Fig.
10 0).
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF CONIDIA OF OLOER PYCNIOIA OF U. platensls
Conidia retained within an old non-functional pycnldlum of .!:!..
platensls were stilI relatively osmiophilic (Fig. 8 A) while
extruded conidia were much less so. Eventually some of the cells
In the conidia died and appeared to be without cytoplasm (Fig.
12A,a).
,',
Conidia In the pycnldlum (Fig. 8 A), as well as those on the outside
(Fig. 12 a), could germinate and anastomoses were formed between adjacent
conidial cells (Fig. 12 A). These anastomoses and the presence of
mucus (Fig. 13 A) caused the conidial stream to remain intact. It
was noteworthy that each Individual cell of a conidium could
germinate. Germination could even take place Into dead conidial cells.
These dead conidial cells were also seen by means of light microscopy
(Fig. ,. k) where the presence of microconidia Indicated the advanced
stage of development of the pycnldlum. It was noted that conidia
could break up Into conidial fragments In which some would suln and
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others would not. Erythrosln stains cytoplasm only and those
fragments which were dead did not sta ln , The presence of dead cells
was conf l rmed In the TEH study.
MUCILAGE DEVELOPMENT ON THE CONIDIUM OF U. platensls
At the stage when mucilage formation took place, the outer osmIophilic
layer of the conidIum seemed to disIntegrate and to release the under-
lyIng electron translucent material In the form of mucus (FIg. 11 C).
ThIs mucus was most probably analogous to the IIlICUS sheaths seen In
the lIght microscopIc studIes (Fig. 3 d). After the format Ion of
th l s mucus only two layers constituted the cell wall; an Inner
electron translucent layer and an outer osmiophilic layer (FIg. 13 A).
When the conidium was fragmented Into IndIvidual cells, each break
took place In the osmIophIlIc layer of the septum. The osmIophilic
layer remained as part of the cell wall of one of the released cells
(FIg. 13 B, C) and left small remnants of osmiophilic material behind
In the form of minute collarettes on both cells, reminIscent of the
frill found on the conldlogenous cell after rhexolytlc secessIon had
taken place (Fig. 13 C). A germlnat Ion tube might be formed on any
sIde of these cells (FIg. 12 A, B).
DEVELOPMENT OF THE API CAL APPENDAGE OF U. platens Is
The cell Will of the conldlogenous cell and the developIng conidium
was II continuous homogeneous llyer whIch prollferated apIcally to form
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the lnc lp lent appendage (FIg. 11 A). An osmiophIlic layer was
deposited on the outsIde of the electron translucent layer. During
the development of the conidial cell wall a second osmloph Illc
layer Is deposIted as has been described earlier. This Inner layer
cou Id be seen as a I rod I In the basal part of the appendage
(FIg. 11 B). Hucllage was formed from the outer layers of the
conidial wall by dIsIntegration of the outer osmIophIlIc and
electron translucent layers (FIg. 11 C). If, as seemed lIkely
these layers were analogous to the materIal of the whole apIcal
appendage, all these structures would be re leased simultaneously.
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I I AROSPORELLA GRAM I NI S VAR KAROO
LIGHT MICROSCOPY
The conl dloea, a pycnldlum, was formed from a single hypha In
a merlstogenous process (Kempton, 1919). A single hypha enlarged
at a predetermined point to form a pvcn l d lum.wlth a pronounced
neck or rostrum, In which locules of conldlogenous cells developed
In the hyaline thin-wailed pseudoparenchyma (Fig. 14 a). This
pseudoparenchyma (F I g. 14 b) was even tua l l y repl aced to produce
one locule In the elongated pycnldlum (Fig. 14 c) which was lined
"by conldlogenous cells. The pycnldlum could grow to a length
of 5 nrn In artificial culture. The outside was covered In multl-
septate hairs (Flg.2 e). Aggregates of pycnldla were formed In
culture In which the bases of the Individual pyenldla were confluent
(F I g. 2 f). In cu I tures on 2 %HEA three different types of
conldlogenous apparatus I.e. conldlogenous cells and con ld l ophores ,
could be dlstlngulshed(Flg. 16 a -k):
1) branched and borne on conidiophore! (Fig. 15 d, e , f);
2) more than one conldlogenous cellon a single conIdiophore
(FIg. 15 c) and
3) single lagenlform conldlogenous cells which could be straight
or curved (FIg. 14 .) borne on a conidiophore.
All. these conldlogenous cells produced Ident lcal eonld la by the
holoblastic process (Fig. 15 g). No evidence was found of any thlcke-
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nlngs or anne l lat l ons ,
The con I d logenous ce II 1aye r was cove red by muc Ilag Inous mat er I a I
probably exuded by the conldlogenous cells (Fig. 14 f. g. 15 a).
This Interfered with the staining procedure. The development of the
apical appendage of the conidium Is Illustrated In Fig. 14(f).
The apical appendage was produced slmul uneously with the conidium as
an outer cell covering although It was loose at the base. As the
conidium was released. this mucilaginous layer everted over the apical
point of the conidium (Fig. 14 e),perslsted and remained Intact (Fig.
15 h.l,j,k,l). The appendage stained well In modified Lelfson's stain
r'(Punlthallngam & Woodhams. 1984) (Fig. 15 h, I, j) where It showed
up as an envelope the s t ze of the con Id lum. The mature con t d lum
was markedlyguttulate (Fig. 15k).
There was marked mucus formation In young active pycntdla where
the process of conldlogenesls had just begun (Flg.15 a). The origin
of the mucus was be Ileved to be the resul t of the repl acement of the
pseudoparenchyma by the conldlogenous cells. analogous to what had
been reported for Barta1tnla robillardoides tn this study. This
mucus and the apical appendage were removed when the conldtomata were
extracted with glacial acetic acid under vacuum and heated to 700C.
The compos I tlon of th I s appendage and the mucus was not determined but
was assumed to cons I st of the remnants of the cell wal15 of the replaced
ce 115.
16)
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Cell walls of the pycnldlal plectenchyma of Tlarosporel la gramlnls
var karoo consisted of homogeneous electron translucent material
(Fig. 17 A). Exudates occurred between adjacent cells which gave
the Impression of the presence of more than one layer, especially
In the case of the peripheral cells (Fig. 17 A). The exuded
osmIophilic outer layer could possibly consist of lipids secreted
by cells of the outer cell layers. The Inner cell layers of the
pycnldlal wall consisted of thick-waIled cells, which had a parti-
cularly angular appearance (Fig. 17 A), and each contained a large
number of mucus vesicles (Flg.I9 0).
Apparently, the conldlogenous layer was derived from the cells of
the pycnldlal wall by conversion (Fig. 18 C). After the conidia
had been released, the cells of the conldlogenous apparatus underwent
lysis and the resultant mucilaginous material remained In the
conldlogenous locule (Fig. 17 C). Occasionally more than one
conldlogenous cell might develop from each conidiophore (Flg.17 B).
Conidia arose holoblast Ically from the conldlogenous cells (Fig. 18 A).
Electron micrographs 11 I ustrated that the appendage was present much
earlier (Fig. IS B) than could be detected by light microscopy and
that It consisted of a substance different from that of a mucilaginous
material exuded by the adjacent cells (Flg.I7 C, IS A,S). The Incipient
appendage extended over the entire developing conidium, enveloping
It from the conldlogenous locus upwards (Fig. IS 0). This append.ge
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was visible as a sheath with a texture differing from that of the
surrounding mucus. The mucus was discernible In electron micrographs
due to the use of Alclan Blue during the Initial fixation procedure.
Different chemical constituents In the mucilages of the appendages
and the surrounding Iytlcally derived mucus may have gIven rise
to this effect (Fig. 17 C). Conidia were released by schlzolytlc
secession (Fig. 18 A) and conldlogenesls was apparently monoblastlc.
The morphology of the conldlogenous cell confirmed that one continuous
cell wall layer was present on both the conldlogenous cell and the
conidium (Fig. 18 B). No changes In wall structure occurred at the
neck of the conldlogenous cell, thus confirming the light microscopic
'observations. The conidial cell wall, however, consisted of two
distinct layers, the Inner electron translucent layer similar to
that of the conldlogenous cell and an outer osmiophilic layer (Fig.
19 A). The guttulate appearance of the conidium was due to el ectron
translucent material which formed globular structures (Fig. 19 A).
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BARTALINIA ROBILLARDOIDES
LIGHT HI CROSCOPY
Formation of conldlomata was symphogenous (Kempton, 1919). A
hypha enlarged (Flg.20 a) and normal sized hyphae crossing this point
concentrated (Fig. 20 b) to enlarge and eventually form a loosely
arranged network which formed a very loosely woven pseudoparenchyma
(Fig. 20 c). This process was spread over a large area to form series
of conldlomata. These structures were multilocular (Fig. 2 h) In
the Initial stages and could open to the outer surface through an
ostlolar canal formed In the dome (Dodge, 1930) or vault of the
conldloma. Multilocular conldlomata wore formed on CLA, peA, MEA
and carnation leaflets and were considerably larger than the pycnldla
,described for this fungus (Sutton, 1980). Within these l ocu l es
conldlogenous cells wore produced by lysis of the Innermost hyaline
pseudoparenchymatous cells (Flg.20 d). The locules were separated
by columnar pseudoparenchyma, where cells were closely packed and oblong
with few Intercellular spaces (Fig. 20 e, f, h) and which formed columns
apparently supporting the vault of the conldloma. The columns separa-
ting the locules were broken down by transformation of the p seudcparen«
chyma Into conldlogenous ce l l s (Fig. 20 h). The elongated cells were
apparently hyphae from which the conldlogenous cells arose (Fig. 20
e, I) and formed hyphal strands bearing the conldlogenous apparatus
The locules were progress hely enlarged by replacement of the pseudo-
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parenchyma by conld10genous cells (Fig. 20 g). Strands of mucus
flowIng from the basal layers were observed between the conidIa-
genous cells. These cou Id be the re su l t of lysis of the hyaline
thin-wailed pseudoparenchyma. ThIs mucilaginous layer formed
an Impermeable layer (Fig. 20 I, 21 a) whIch made fixation of the
material for EH studies very difficult and also Interfered with
the uptake by the conldlogenous cells of all stains except alkaline
eryt hros In.
The conldlogenous apparatus consisted of conldlophores (Horgan-Jones
,\
!!..!.!:. 1972. Fig. 4) wh I ch supported branched and unbranched conld 10-
genous cells (Fig. 21 c. b). Two morphologically distinct types of
conldlogenous cells were observed viz. filiform and ampulliform (Fig.
20 e). Both produced morphologically simi lar conidia. The morphology
of the conidia agreed wi th those described by Horgan-Jones.!!.!. !.!:
(1972) and Sutton (1980). The conidia were produced holoblastically
as an elongation of the conidlogenous cell (Fig. 21 a). The transverse
septum separating the conidium from the conldlogenous cell was formed
very early followed by or simultaneously with development of the apical
appendage (Fig. 21 b). The apical cell lost Its cytoplasm when the
appendage was fully grown (Fig. 20 l , J). The median septum of the
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developing conidium was formed by microcephalic septation (Hawksworth,
Sutton & Ainsworth, 1983). Additional growth took place (Fig. 21 h)
during which II total of five septa were formed. As the conidium
was released from the conldlogenous cell a sIngle basal off-centre
appendage appeared, which was formed from the cell wall of the basal cell.
The apical appendage diverged and formed two to four, usually three
arms (Fig. 20 I, k).
Additional conidia were formed by rhexolytlc secessIon, similar
to what was found In U. platensls (Fig. 21 b, f, g) where the Inter-
calary cell could be seen. No al tere t lons to the neck of the conidia-
'genous cell could be detected by means of light microscopy. The
additional cell responsible for the rhexolytlc secession could attain
a length equal to the filiform conldlogenous cell Itself (Fig. 21 f).
In older conldlomata, what appeared to Morgan-Jones!.t.!1 (1972) to
be annellatlons.. were detected on the necks of the conldlogenous cells
(Flg.26 n}. However, these necks were wide with no differentiatIon
In staining as would be expected with anne II Ides. No perlcllnal
thickenings, lengthening or shortening of the conldlogenous cells
were observed.
The morphology of the conldloma of B. roblilardoides was studied In
detail because It was different from that which hid been described for
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the genus. The conldloma proved to be a eust rosat l c , multi-
locular fructification Instead of a unilocular pycnldlum.
Serial sections are depicted In Fig. 22 and 23 to II lustrate the
construction of the conldloma as seen on horizontal and vertical
planes. It Is Interesting to note that only one ostlole for each
conldloma was seen In all the sections that were made. This was
unexpected as folds on the top of the conldloma (Flg.24 b , c) had
given the Impression that more than one es t lel e , and perhaps even
clypeate openings, could be present. The ostlole could be seen
In the horizontal plane (Fig. 23 a - J) and In the vertical plane
(Fig. a > J). These figures Illustrate the convoluted nature
of the locules formed by the replacement of pseudoparenchyma by
,; the conldlogenous cell s , which thus formed the enlarged l ocul es ,
After studying these sections It was possible to suggest a three-
dimensional picture of the development of the conldloma (Fig. 25
a, b , c). The ontogeny of the conldloma was described earlier.
Conldlogenesls started from several loci simultaneously to form
conldlogenous locules which became enlarged and ultimately confluent
with one another. Finally there were only a few divisions left
which would presumably also be converted Into conldlogenous cells
since they cons1sted 0 f pseudoparenchyma.
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TRANSH I55 ION ELECTRON HI CROSCOPY
The conldlomal plectenchyma consisted of Isodlametrlc cells with a
cell wall structure similar to that of the Inner pseudoparenchyma
from which the conldlogenous apparatus was derived. The ce l Is were
covered externally with a layer of osmiophilic particles, possibly
lipids, whIch were exuded from the cell s and which formed an
apparent additional layer between adjacent cells (Fig. 27 A).
,Osmiophilic substances were, however, also present between the conidia-
genous cells and In the underlying cell layers where conversion took
place (Fig. 27 B).
Con Id logenous ce II s were borne on con Id Iophores, each of wh I ch may
produce more than one conldlogenous cell (Fig. 27 B). The wall
structure of the conldlogenous cells was similar to that of the
underlying cells (Fig. 28 A). These cells repeatedly formed a
conldlogenous apparatus, each of which produced new conldlogenous
cells (Fig. 28 B). The dead conldlogenous cells underwent lysis
and the resul tant mucus filled the con Id logenous locule. Apparently
mucus was also produced by vesicles In the underlying pseudoparen«
chyma (Fig. 27 A). A frll I consisting of virtually only the outer
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osmiophilic material was characteristic of the older conldlogenous
cells (Fig. 27 A)lndonly one frill developed on any specific coni-
dlogenous cell (Fig. 27 B).
The mature conidium was circular In transverse section (Fig. 29 A) and
eventually contained five live cells, the apical (fifth) cell lost Its
cytoplasm soon after format Ion of the extended three-armed appendage
(Fig. 28 C). These arms, In which no cell lumen was distinguishable,
consisted mainly of electron translucent material arising from the
Inner layers of the wall of the conidium (Fig. 29 B). Mucilaginous
material surrounded the cppendages (Fig. 29 A, B). No septal pores
were observed In the conidia, even In accurately orientated longitudinal
sect Ions (Fig. 29 A).
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DISCUSSION
There are Indications that the process of conldlogenesls as observed
In culture may differ from that seen under natural conditions.
Furthermore It appears that the onset and duration of con Idiogenesis
Is dependent on the amount of nutrients available. For example,
on poor media such as CLA and water agar, conldlomatal Initials
appeared on the fourth day after Inoculation, were ready for study
by the fifth day and had stopped forming conidia by the ninth day.
Cessation of conldlogenesls was also observed at a much earlier
stage of development of the conldloma on the poor media than was
t~ the case on richer media such as PDA. Cultures grown on PCA took
up to seven days for the fl rst conld lomata to develop and develop.
ment of new conld I a was observed for a period of up to three weeks
with the continued formation of new conldlomau.
Cui tures on 2% MEA and PDA took much longer (12 days) to mature.
Host conldlomata developed under the surface and showed poor
ostlole formation. However, when a single carnation leaflet was put
on the medium at the time of Inoculation conldlomata were formed
much earlier.
In cultures which were grown under conditions where the agar did not
desiccate IS rapidly, exceptionally long and prominent necks formed
on the conldlomata. Sections of older pycnldl. of~. platensls
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and T. gramlnls var karoo showed that conldlogenesls was confined
to the young apical areas of the neck and that the Inferior areas
of the pycnldla could be filled with dead hyaline cells.
This Investigation showed that a conldlogenous locule developed In the
growing pycnldlum by lysis of some of the Internal pseudoparenchyma,
Con Id logenous ee lis a rose from the pseudoparenchyma thus exposed
and the conidia, as well as their originating cells, were surrounded
by what appeared to be a mucilaginous mass. This possibly consisted
of chitin-like or polysaccharide substances and was apparently the
end-product of the breakdown of pseudoparenchyma as we II as of dying
con Id logenous ce II s ,
It became apparent that conldlogenous cells In all three species
of fungi examined had a limited life span. Bartallnla and Urohender-
I,
son Ia formed three con I d Ia only per con Id logenous ce 11 wh I ch then
degenerated. As a con Id logenous cell layer died off, I t was replaced
by new fertile cells which developed from the previously sterile
pseudoparenchyma. This process resul ted In the format Ion of an
enlarging locule within the body of the pycnldlum as well as In the
con Id Ios t roma. Th Is Iocule was II ned wi th fert II e ee lis and
filled with conidia surrounded by the mucilage referred to above.
This mucilaginous material Interfered with the fixation and resin
Impregnation for TEM Investigation.
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In Bartallnla and Tlarosporella, descrIbed as pycnldlal (Sutton, 1980).
the conldlogenous locules developed from more than one locus. The
cavl ties thus formed eventually coalesced to form one large, apparent-
Iy unilocular, fructifIcatIon. In Tlarosporella there was no
dIscernible differentiatIon of the Interlocular pseudoparenchyma but
In Bartallnla columnar associatIons of cells formed by hypha I strands
bearing conldlogenous cells could be Identified between the locules.
The cell wall of the developing conIdia In Urohendersonla, Bartal.lnla
and Tlarosporella were shown to arise by extension of the whole
th l ckness of the uniform cell wall of the conldlogenous cell and
,t
no apparent annular scar was observed In Individual conldlogenous
cell s . Succeeding conid l a did not form bands of circular thickenings
of the walls as would be the case In typIcal annellldic conldlogenesls.
The apex of the conidlogenous cell was also vIrtually as large as the
base of the conld I um and even though a frIll was present I n the neck
regIon of the conidlogenous cell of Urohendersonla and Bartallnla,
there was no evIdence any perlcllnal thIckenIngs. Furthermore, there
was no evIdence of an Increase In wIdth of the conldlogenous cell
at the level of secess lon or of lengthenIng or shortenIng of the cell.
The conldlogenous cells found In Urohendersonla and Bartailnia did not
conform to the current 1y accepted concepts of a phial I de (Kendrl ck
, Carmichael, 1973), percurrently prol I ferat Ing annell Ides (Horgan-
Jones !!..!l, 19;2) or t ret Ic conidial ontogeny (Ellis, 1971)
and necessitated the Introduction of a modified terminology.
The first conidium was typically holoblastic and seceded by
schlzolytlc division of the separating septum. As, however, the
wall of the conldlogenous cell wu completely uniform no remnant
of an outer layer remained as an annular scar. The second conidium
was formed by growth of the separating septum and the conld 10-
genous cell was not a percurrent anne l l lde , The second conidium
was released by rhexolyt Ic secession and left a pronounced cylindrical
cell wall, the f r l l l , behind. At this stage there was no evidence of
pe r l c l lnal thickenings of the walls. The third conidium was produced
holoblastically from the entire cell wall within the frill left by
the rhexolytlc secesslon,whlch constituted the conldlogenous locus,
,\
proliferated. This last conidium seceeded by a schlzolytlc
process as no conldlogenous cells with more than one frill were seen
by means of TEH. The conldlogenous cells died and were replaced from
the underlying pseudoparenchyma after formation of the third conidium.
A term has to be proposed to describe the process outlined above and
the suggested term Is 'thysanoblastlc' (etym. : 'thysano' (Greek.
frill) and 'blastos' (Greek - to sprout) ). The process differs
from the phlalldlc ontogeny Insofar as no perlcllnal thickenings are
formed, from the anne II Idle ontogeny as no change In length of the
conldlogenous cell takes place and form the tretlc ontogeny Insofar
as all 1ayers of the wa 11 of the con Id logenous ce 11 take par tin the
formation of the successive conldl. (Fig. 30).
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Dodge (1930) and Stolk (1963) suggested that the conldlogenous locule
developed by the lysIs or degeneratIon of exIsting hyphae In the
central regIon of a pycnldlum or conldlostrorna. 01 Cosmo s Cole (1980)
descrIbed central hyphae whIch seemed to dIfferentiate synchronously
Into conldlophores at an early stage. DurIng thIs study, however,
the Innermost cells of the pseudoparenchyma of the conldloma were
seen to enlarge consIderably and appeared to form the locule by
dIsIntegration.
VobIs and Hawksworth (1981) descrIbed varIous types of pycnldlal
ontogeny but dId not gIve explIcIt detaIls of the processes leadIng
to the formatIon of the conldlogenous locules. Nag Raj (1981) however,
made partIcular mentIon of schIzogenous and Iyslgenous actIvIty as
the most comnon mechanI sms of format Ion of locules In the coe lomycetes.
'The observation that the conldlogenous cells are active for a very
short tIme only before beIng replaced and thus forming a conldlogenous
locule whIch contInues to enlarge, was sIgnificant. It Is temptIng
to speculate on the manner In which these processes could have developed.
It Is possible that reserves of nutrIent materials In each cell of the
conldloma are limIted and thus allow the formation of only a few conidIa.
It Is also conceIvable that the IncreasIng numbers of conIdIa whIch
have to be accOll'lllOdated wIthIn the locule would exert consIderable
pressure on the conldlogenous cells whIch would be unable to survIve.
SuccessIve regenerat Ion from the cell layers thus exposed could also
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account for the deve Iopment out II ned above.
The two considerations of limited nutrients reserves and restricted
space do not apply to the Hyphomycetes and are possibly the reason
why thysanoblast Ie ontogeny has not been found In these fungi.
The observation that conldlogenous cells In old conldlomata can
elongate occasionally (Fig. 24 e) to form an apparent second
rhexolytlc scar can possIbly be proposed as supporting ev ldenee
considering that most conIdia have at this stage been released
from the conldloma. There would thus be suffIcient space to allow such
"dd I tIona I growth.
It Is not surprising to find that the structure of the cell walls of
the conldlogenous apparatus was the same as that of t'he wall s of the
cells which made up the conldloma. However, the walls of conIdIa
and somatIc hyphae were more complex In structure. It Is possIble
that the more complex cell wall found In these structures Is an
adaptatIon to exposure to an external envl ronment.
Some morphological characters which have been generally used In the
taxonomy of the Coelomycetes, have to be reappraised In the lIght of
the present study. The wall thickness of I pycnldlum II accepted
by' Morgln-Jonu' White (1983) IS In acceptable specIes-delImiting
criterIon. The present study hiS Ihown, however, thlt thIs Is not
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a cons tent characterlst Ic and Is dependent on the stage of
maturity of the conldloma. Boerema & Loerakker (1985) used
different lat Ion of the pycn Id lal wall as a species character
by d 1st Ingulshlng sc Ie roplectenchyma wh Ich sUlned red wi th the
addition of Lugol's Iodine. This situation raises the
quest Ion of how Important to taxonomy the structure of the
con Id Ioma rea II y Is.
Sutton (1973) stated that no system of classlflcat Ion had been
proposed that would accommodate the variability and diversity In
form of the coelomycetous conldlomata In a satisfactory manner.
Initially a pycnldlum was considered a closed asexual fructification
In which a defined ost l o l e was formed (Sutton, 1968). The definition
has, however, changed to exclude detail s of ostloles or the mechanisms
of conidial dispersal (Sutton, 1980) but retained the concept that
"
the whole Inner surface of the lumen Is lined with conldlogenous
cells (Hawksworth.!.!.!!:. 1983). It also became clear (Sutton, 1980)
that pycnldla and stromata were not the only fructifications In the
coelomycetes and that Intergradatlon between the various types was
possible. The complexity of this situation has been adequately
Illustrated In the present work. For example,Bartallnla from a
natural substrate was described by Horgan-Jones !!.!l. (1972) IS
forming unilocular pycnldla (Table 2) and yet consistently formed
~Itllocullr stromata on artificial media. A similar situation has
been reported for Hyalotlel1a transvalensls P.pendorf which was Isolated
IS stromata
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from 5011 while the other species In the genus formed pycnldla on their
natural hosts (Nag RaJ. 1981). In the present study, the various
locules In Bartallnla coalesced to form a single locule opening
through a single ostlole. It Is, therefore, not Impossible that
Instead of being a pycnldlum the conldloma In this genus may be
stromatic and that a similar situation occurs In other genera.
A third criterion that was found to be unstable was the size of
the conidia In artificial culture. The conidia of Urohendersonla
platensls PREH 47854 on the host and In culture were Initially
decidedly larger (Fig. 2 e) than those described for the species
(Nag Raj & Kendrick, 1971) but after subculturing they became smaller
to eventually agree with the dimensions given for the species.
On the other hand, the conidia of the two Isolates of Bartallnla
became Iarger wi th repea ted subcuItu r l ng un t II they exceeded the
given dlmen$lons by an average of 10 urn, In addition the appendages
were much more varl ab Ie than had been descr Ibed and two- and four -
armed apl cal appendages as well as very long basal appendages were
found.
Horgan-Jones!!..!.!.- (1972) described the apical appendages of Barta-
Iinia as having a cell lumen and persistent protoplasmic continuity
with the arms of the appendages at maturity. The present study
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showed, however, that the arms of the appendages cons l st ed of
cell wall material only and that the apical cell from whrch the
appendages arose d red as soon as the arms reached fu II s rze ,
Furthermore, there were no dl fferences ln structure between the
ap l ce l and basal appendages (Fig. 29 A, B).
The appendages of .!!. platensrs were descr l bed by Nag Raj s Kendrick
(1971) as being an extension of the sheath of the conidium. The
TEM studies reported here have, however, shown that they consisted
of cell wall material as was the case In Bartallnl •• s Inee the
cell walls of these two fungr were d l Herent In structure, It
followed that the appendages were also dIfferent. The cell wall
of the conidium In Urohendersonla consIsted of a single layer of
material which became Impregnated with osmiophilIc materral.
As the ImpregnatIon dId not occur In the apical appendage Itself,
the appendage stayed the same as the Immature conIdIum wall.
ThIs study has Illustrated that, when studyIng an organIsm In depth, It
Is essent fal that every available method of obtaIning data be used.
LIght microscopy on r ts own Is Inadequate as are all the other
technIques described here when used In isolation.
Study of conldlogenesls of Urohendersonla platensls and Bartallnla
robfllardoldes has shown these specIes to be closely related and
has confl nned the close t4xonomlc prox Iml ty suggested by Sut ton (1980).
LIght microscopy used on I ts own can be very misleading as shown
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by electron microscopy. TEM of the frill remaining after secession
of the second con Id I um showed that I t frayed Into mlcrof I br'Ll l s to
present an Irregular edge. When seen under the light microscope the
frayed edges gave the appearance of multiple annellatlons. The
resul ts presented here are sufficient evidence that great care
has to be taken In the presentation of results and Interpretations.
It Is essential that drawings of structures be as accurate and
complete as possible and Illustrate exactly what was actually seen.
Even then errors In Interpretations and Illustration are possible
due to the small size of the cells Involved. Using light micro-
scopy the conldlogenous cell of Urohendersonla platensls appeared
to have two annellatlons (Fig. 6 p) whIch were In fact frayed edges
of the single frill described earlier (Fig. 30). The I drawIng
convention I used by Hinter, Kirk & Sutton (1982, 1983) would also
be misleading for the results reported here, as the wall of the
conldlogenous cell was completely uniform with no distinct outer
layer and yet It had a defined growth zone which Involved the whole
of the cell wall of the conldlogenous cell but not the whole of the
secess Ion fracture.
This Investigation has again emphasized the fundamental question of
the validity and stablll ty of the currently accepted morphological
taxonomic characters. The morphology and ontogeny of the conldlamat.
were shown to be substrate-dependent, conidial dimensions were shown
to vary and light ml croscop Ie evaluat Ion of conldlogenes I s was unreliable.
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These conrnonly used criteria were thus unreliable and It Is again
apparent that, In attempting to Identify and classify members of
the Coelomycetes, a wide range of characteristics, obtained from
a broad technological base, ".."st be considered. This study has
shown that accepted custom frequently requires re-epp re l s e l and
that new delimiting criteria perhaps need to be Identified. What
these criteria will be only time will tell.
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Fig. 2 The three Coe Iomycetes
Urohendersonla platensls
a Pycnldla with elongated necks grown on potato carrot broth
b Conidia showing the apical appendage attached to the ampuiliform
con Idlogenous ce II s (Bar. 10 u.m)
c Vertical section through a pycnldlum showing the conldlogenous
layer with conldlogenous cells and conidia (Bar • 25 um)
d Mature conidia from an Initial culture of PREH "785" which were
unusually large, showing the three mucilaginous sheaths and
apical appendage (Bar. 10 11m)
T1arosporella gramlnls var karoo
e Elongated necks of pycnldla covered wlthbng hairs, developing from
an aggregate of pycnldla (Bar. lmm)
f Vertical sect Ion of an aggregate of pycnldla where the confluence
,I
of the pycn Id I a Is shown (Bar. 50 lim)
g Conidium with veil-like appendage, stained with erythrosln (Bar. 10 $.1m)
Bartellnla robillardoides
h Hultllocular conldloma grown on agar (Bar. 100 SJm)
Conldlogenous cells, one bearing a conidium and. mature conidium
showing two of the three apical appendages and the off-centre basal
appendage as well .s three septa (Bar • 10 lim)
,J a
h
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Fig. 3 Ontogeny of the pycnldlum of Urohendersonla platensls
a Hyphae enlargl ng whe re they cross (Bar. 50 \1m)
b Hore hyphae concentrating at the point of enlargement (Bar. 50 um)
cAnas tomoses be tween en I arged hyphae (Bar • 10 um)
d Concentration of hyphae at poInt of enlarged hyphae (Bar • 50 \1m)
e IsodJametrlc cells forming where hyphae cross (Bar • 50 um):
f Same as ' e ' , but focussed on upper surface (Bar • 50 lJm)
9 Young pycnldlum now dlscernable as a round ball of pseudoparenchyma
h Enlarged hyphae crossing the young pycnldlum on the outside
Established developing pycnldlum
9 - I (Bar • 50 um)
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Fig. 4 Conldlogenes I s In Urohendersonla platensls
a Conldlogenous cells with raised necks and the first Indications of
bud format Ion
b Conldlogcnous cells with cell walls of even thickness
c Conldlogenous cell wI th an e lcnqat ed neck, showing what appears
to be formation of the basal septum
d Conldlogcnous cell where development of the apIcal appendage has
Just begun
e A conldlogenous cell with a more prominent' bud I
f Conldlogenous cell with further development of the conidium and
ap Ica I appendage
9 Further stage In the the development of the conidium and appendage,
which by this time Is already curved, typical of the species
h Intercalary cell between conidium and conldlogenous cell
ConidIum showing the development of the outer gelatinous sheaths.
The primary septum Is almost fully developed
J Indications of the very delicate frill can be seen on the conld lo«
genous cell
k Hlcroconldla, held together by their mucilaginous sheaths, and an
adjacent conidium, where the additional septa are forming
A mature conidium where septation Is completed and the mucilaginous
material surrounding the conidium Is evident
(All bars - 10 \1m).
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Fig. 5 Development of the mucilaginous appendages and other features
of Urohendersonla platensls
a Conidia attached to conldlogenous cells In the pycnldlum. The
apical mucilaginous sheath has Inverted over the apical part of
the conidium
b A released conidium where the sheath can be seen as a vel lover
the ap Ica I appendage
e , d s e
Views of the mucilaginous shaeth which Inverts over the apical
part of the released conidium
f Inner sheath at the basal part of the conidium
g Mature conidium wi th typical appendage bent back towards the body
of the conidium, which Is constricted at the septa
h Crystals which form In the medium
liquid culture of.!l. platensls In which the long neck of the
submerged pycn Id Ia can be seen
J Darkened Intercalary chlamydospores formed on peA
(Bar • 10 11m) except I
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A Conldlog nou c II howlng d v loping conidium nd unl form
c 11 w II true ure , Imll r to th t of th und rlylng
p udop r nchym (B r • 1 um)
B Conldlog nou c II (cc) with two n ck nd Ion t d body
(Bar • 1 um)

Fig. 8
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Electron micrographs of Urohendersonla platens I 5
A Section through the pycnldlal wall showing the plectenchyma (PL)
peripherally, the pseudoparenchyma (pp) and tho conldlogenous
cell (CC) bearing a conidium (C) as wellu I dead conldlogenous
cell (DC). (Bar. 10 um)
B Section through an old pycnldlal l ocule showing the dead pseudo-
parenchyma (pp) and two germinating conidia. The locule Is
filled with mucilage. (Bar. 1 um).
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Fig. 9 Electron micrographs of Urohendersonla platensis
A Dead conldlogenous cells (DC) are being replaced by conldlogenous
ce II s from the pseudoparenchyma (PP). The conid logenous locus (CL)
and apIceI appendage (M) are shown on a young con I d logenous ee II,
as well as an older conidiogenous cell where the Intercalary cell
(IC) supported the conidium (C) before rhexolytlc secession would
take place (Bar. 1 uml ,
B Conldiogenous cell (cc) bearing a conidium (C) with an apical:
appendage (AA) showing the frill left by the rhexolytlc secession
(arrowed) (Bar. 1 lJm)
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Fig. 10 Electron mlcrogrilphs of cell wall formation In the conidium
of Urohendersonla platensls.
A The fl rst stage of septum format Ion showing the format Ion
of the electron translucent layer being Impregnated with
osmiophilic matcrial (Bar. t um)
B The second stagc where the med I an sect Ion of the septum
stays electron translucent whllc Impregnation of the layer
proceeds In other parts of the ce 11 wall (Bar • 1 um)
C Fu rther devel opmerrt of the ce 11 wa11 showl n9 accumu 1at Ion
of osmiophilic material In the electron translucent layer
while the outer osmiophilic layer starts to darken (Bar • 1 lim)
o The completed septum where the septal pore Is shown as a
electron translucent layer with Woronln bodies on either side
(Bar • 1 lim).

Fig. 11
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Electron micrographs of the apical appendage of
Urohendersonla platensls
A The young conidium showing the uniform cell wall which consists
of electron translucent (ET) and osmiophilic materIal (0) which
extends Into the apical appendage (Bar. 111m)
B The older conidium where the mature cell wall consisting of two
osmiophilic layers (0) and two electron translucent layers (ET)
Is shown. In the base of the apical appendage the osmIophilic
material forms a "rod ' which does not extend Into the appendage.
Mucilage surrounds the conidium. (Bar. 111m)
C The older conidium showing the disintegration of the outer
osmiophilic layer (0) and the underlying electron translucent
layer (ET) which are both apparently released In the form of
mud lage (Bar • 1 um)

Fig. 12
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Electron micrographs of the conidia of Urohendersonla platensls
A Adjacent conidia outside the pycnldlum germinating to form
anastomoses. Mucilage surrounds these conidia. (Bar. 1 ~m)
B Germinating conidia outsldc the pycnldlum forming anastomoscs.
Dead conidial cells devoid of cytoplasm can be distinguished.
(Bar • 10 um)

Fig. 13 Electron micrographs of conidia of Urohendersonla platensls
A Mature conidium showing the formation of mucilage from the
outer osmloph III c and electron trans lucent layers.
(Bar • 1 um)
B Cells In a conidium start to fragment and tho break on the
one s lde has left a frill on both fragments, although the
osmiophilic layer stays on the one cell (Bar. 1 \Jm)
C The break In the conidium has virtually gone through and remnants
of the cell wall can be seen on either side of both fragments
formed In this manner. The osmiophilic layer stays on one side
(Bar • 111m)
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Flg.14 Ontogeny of the conldloma of T1arosporella gramlnls var karoo
a Young conldloma In vertical section showing lysis of the pseudo»
parenchyma at four sites (Bar. 20 lim)
b Layer of conldlogenous cells showing underlying pseudoparenchyma
and appendage formation (white halo) (Bar· 10 lim)
c Mature elongate conldlomata In vertical section (Bar. 100 lJm)
d Detail of a locule showing conldlogenous layer and central lumen
filled with conld l a and mucus (Bar· 20 um)
e Conidium with Inverted apical appendage (Bar. 5 um)
f Layer of fertile cells showing most stages of conldlogenesls and
development of the apical appendage (Bar· 10 um)
9 Fat globules covering the conldlogenous cell layer (Bar. 10 11m)
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Flg.IS Conldlogenesls In Tlarosporella gramlnls var karoo
a Conldlogenous cells covered with mucus and fat globules
b A part of the con I d logenous apparatus In II squashed preparat Jon
The underlying pseudoparenchyma, conidiophore and conldlogenous
ce 115 can be dis t I ngu I shed
c , d , e & f
Branched conldlogenous cells borne on varying conldlophores
g Conldlll on lagenlform conJdlogenous cells
h. I s J
Conidia stained In monlfled Lelfson's stain showing detail of
the apical appendage
k Conidium stained In erythrosln. The appendage 15
I ndI st Inct unde r Interference cont rast III umlnat Ion.
The guttulate nature of the conidium l s.hosever , evident
Conidium stained In erythrosln. The apical appendage Is more
distinct using bright field illumination
(All bars • IO~m) •
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Fig. 16 Line drawings of conl d l oqene s l s In T1arosporella
qramlnls var karoo
a Simple con ld l oqenous cells borne on a conidiophore
b - f
Branched conidiophore with conldlogenou5 cells producing
conidia
9 Hore Intricate branching of a conidiophore with conidia-
90nou5 ce II s
h - J
Hore than one con I d logenous ce 11 on each con I d lophore
k - P
Conidia, some showing the veil-like apical appendage
and guttulate nature of the body
(Bar • 10 um)
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Electron micrographs of Tlarosporella gramlnls var karoo
A Section through the pycnldlal wall which consists of plectenchyma
(PL). pseudoparenchyma (pp) and the conld logenous apparatus (CA).
The cells of the pseudoparenchyma are f l l led wi th mucus vesicles
(MV). (Bar. 10 11m)
B Conldlogenous apparatus consist Ing of conidiophore (CP) boarlng
two conldlogenous cells (CC). (Bar. 111m)
e Conldlogenous cells producing conidia (C) which are enveloped
In the Incipient appendage (M) with mucilage (M) covering the
conldlogenous layer. The conldlogenous locus of the conldlogenous
cell Is Indicated (cu. (Bar. 111m).
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Flg.IS Electron micrographs of Tlarosporella gramlnls var~
A Conldlogenous layer showing the osmiophilic conldlogenous cells
In which a conldlogenous apparatus consisting of a conidiophore
bearing two conldlogenous cells and a relatively mature
conidium on one of these conldlogenous cells have formed the
secession septum In the conldlogenous locus (CL).
(Bar - 10 urn) •
B Conldlogenous cell showing the holoblastic development of the
conidium and the apical appendage which consists of a substance
different from the surrounding mucus. The conldlogenous locus
(CL) Is arrowed. (Bar-IlJm).
C Section through the conldlogenous layer showing the replacement
of the conldlogenous apparatus through development of new cells
(arrowed). The osmiophilic cells are the metabolically active
merlstem. The lighter coloured cells are underlying pseudeparen«
chyma. (Bar - 1 um) •
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Fig. 19 Electron micrographs of T1arosporella gramlnls var karoo
A Section through a conIdium showing tho osmiophilic and
electron translucent coli wall and the eloctron translucent
globular structures responsible for tho guttulate appearance
of the conidium under light microscopy. (Bar • I um},
B Section through the pseudoparenchyma of the pycnldlal wall
showing the mu I t I tude of muc II age vesicles (HV) and a
pore In the cell walls with the accompanying Woronln bodies
arrowed (W). (Bar. 1 um) ,
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Flg.20 Ontogeny of the conldloma of Bartallnla robillardoides
a Enlarged single hyphae (Bar. 10 IJm)
b Additional hyphae crossing the first enlarged hyphae (Bar. 10 urn)
c Further concentration of convoluted enlarged hyphae to Initiate
formation of the conldloma (Bar. 10 um)
d Pseudopa renchyma I n cent ra I reg Ion of the young con I d loma
undergoing lysis prior to formation of the conldlogenous locules(Bar • loum)
e The columns separating the locules become broken down by the
transformation of the pseudoparenchyma Into hyphal strands which
bear the conldlogenous apparatus and from which conldlogenous
cells arise (Bar. 50 um)
f Two adjacent conldlogenous locules with layers of conldlogenous
cells In horizontal section (Bar. 50 um)
g Vertical section through a conidioma showing the darker plectenchyma
of the vault (Bar. 50 urn)
h Lysis of the columnar pseudoparenchyma causing enlargement of the
conldlogenous locule (Bar - 10 um)
Hature conidium showing the three apical cellular appendages and
single basal appendage (Bar. to IJm)
J Detail of the dead apical cell (Bar. 10 \.1m)
k Off-centre basal appendage. Note the length of the apical appen-
dages In figs. I. k (Bar - 10 LIm)
A hyphal strand with ampuillform conldlogenous cells covered In
mucilage and some fat globules (Bar. 10 \Jm)
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Flg.21 Conldlogenesls In Bartallnla robillardoides
a Hyphal strand bearing conldlogenous cells enveloped In mucilage-
nous material wi th surrounding fat globules
b Young conidium on a filiform conldlogenous cell, with developing
apIcal appendage
c Conldlogenous cells on a branched conidiophore
d Conidium situated on a conldlogenous apparatus consisting of an
Intercalary cell, a conldlogenous cell and the conld l ophore ,
e An ampulllforrn and a filiform conldlogenous cell
f Complete conldlogenous apparatus with the elongated Intercalary
cell and young developing conld lum
g A conidium attached to a complete conldlogenous apparatus where
differentiation of the apical cell has taken place
h Conidia stili attached to their conldlogenous apparatus with
apical appendages In various stages of development
(All bars - 10 urn).
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Fig. 22 Conldloma of Bartallnla roblllardoJdes
In ve r t i ca I plane
Serial sections of the conldloma from virtually the outside (a)
through the various conldlogenous l ocu les to the ostlole (h)
and further. This series depicts the continuity between the
various locules In the structure of the conldloma.
(Bar • 50 lim)
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Fig. 23 Conidioma of Bartalinia robillardoldcs
In horizontal plane
Serial sections of the conldioma in the horizontal plane,
from the top showing the oslole (a), through the underlying
l ocu les etc., through all the various divisions which make
up the multilocular structure to the the level of the agar
substrate. This Is an old conldloma.
(Bar • 50 um)
b-d
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More detail of the conldloma of Bartallnla robillardoides
Section through an Epon resin embedded conldloma, showing
the multilocular connection at the ostlole. (Bar • 50 \Jm)
b The complete section shown In (a) showing the clypeate
folds on top of the conldloma. (Bar. 50 um)
c Section of a conldloma made by means of freeze microtomy
showing the multilocular Interior. (Bar. 50 um)
d Detail of the ost lole In a freeze sect Ion where a dis Integrat Ing
partition Is shown (Bar. 50 um)
e Conldlogenou5 cells In an old conldloma In which most conidia
have been released. The conldlogenous apparatus has become
much more elaborate and definite branching of the conldlophores
and double annellatlons on the conldlogenous cells are Indicated.
(Bar • 10 um)
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Fig. 25 Three dimensional drawings of the growth of the
conldloma of Bartallnla roblliardoides
STAGE
STAGE 3
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Fig. 26 Line drawings of Bartallnla robillardoldes
a - h
Conldlogenous cells some of which are bearing conidia.
(e) shows a conidiophore supporting the conldlogenous
cell.
Conldlogenous cells with what appears to be an anncllatlon
producing septate conidia with apical appendagcs
J A branched conIdiophore with conldlogenous cells producing
a conld lum
k A branched conIdiophore with an Intercalary cellon the left
Development of the three-armed appendage I s shown. The
conidium In the middle Is supported by an Intercalary cell.
m Conidia beIng produced on conldlogenous cells with an apparent
annellatlon
n Conldlogenous cells with an apparent double annellatlon
o Four mature conIdia with the fully developed basal and apical
appendages
(Bar • 10 11m)
abe d • f 9 h
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Fig. 27 Electron micrographs of Bartallnla robillardoides
A Section through the pycnldlal wall showing a conldlogenous
cell with remnants of the rhexolytlc secession as a frill
at the apex (arrowed). Mucus ves Icles In the pseudoperen«
chyma are Indicated (HV). (Bar. 1 \Jm)
B Section through the conldlogenous layer showing development
through replacement of dead cells by the next generation
conldlogenous apparatus from the underlying pseudoparenchyma
(Larger arrow). Dead conldlogenous cells (DC) dissolve to
formmucllage, filling the conldlomal loeule. (Bar. I \Jm).
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Fig. 28 Electron micrographs of Bartal/nl. rob/llardoides
A Underlying pseudoparenchyma with uniform cell walls where
lipids (L) secreted Into the Intercellular spaces to form
an apparent osmiophilic layer between the cells are shown.
(Bar. I um)
B The conldlogenous apparatus showing the conidiophore (CP)
and conldlogenous cells (CC) , dead conldlogenous cells (DC)
and mucilage forming the conldlogenous layer (Bar. 1 ~m)
C Apical dead cell of the conidium, devoid of cytoplasm.
An appendage In transverse section (A) Is surrounded by
mucilage (M). (Bar. 1 Ilm).

Fig, 29
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Electron micrographs of Bartallnla robillardoides
A Conidia showing the basal appendago In longitudinal section
and a conidium In transvorse section (circular). The basal
appendage 15 formed by the electron translucent
element of the conidial wall. (Bar. 1 \1m),
B Another section through the basal appendage of the conidium
showing the extended cell wall material (Bar. 1 urn)
C Conldlogenous cell showing the osmiophilic remnants of the
Intercalary cell as a delicate frill at the level of the
conldlogenous locus (arrowed) (Bar. 1 urn),
·
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FIG 30 SCHEMATIC PRESENTATION OF THYSAtl08LASTIC COIHDIOGEI/ESIS
AS WAS OBSERVED IN URQHEUPEBSONIA PLAU,sJ$
w
o
SCHIZOLYTIC SECESSION
o
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a
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SCHIZOLYTIC SECESSIO"
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FIG. 31. SYNCPSI S OF THE MoRPHOLOGY AND (OHIOIOGENESIS 0' Tt4f; THREE COEI.O'1YCnu.
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